lec rornagnetic reciprocity’ heorerns
and heir applications
In this chapter we discuss the basic reciprocity theorems for electromagnetic wave fields in
time-invariant configurations, together with a variety of their applications. The theorems will
be presented both in the time domain and in the complex frequency domain. In view of the time
invariance of the configurations to be considered, there exist two versions of the theorems as
far as their operations on the time coordinate are concerned, viz. a version that is denoted as
the time convolution type and a version that is denoted as the time correlation type. The two
versions are related via a time inversion operation. Each of the two versions has its counterpart
in the complex frequency domain.
The application of the theorems to the reciprocity in transmitting/receiving properties of
electromagnetic sources and receivers (antennas), and to the formulations of the direct
(forward) source and inverse source and the direct (forward) scattering and inverse scattering
problems will be discussed. Furthermore, it is indicated how the theorems lead, in a natural
way, to the integral equation formulation of electromagnetic wave-field problems for numerical
implementation. Finally, it is shown how the reciprocity theorems lead to a mathematical
formulation of Huygens’principle and of the Ewald-Oseen extinction theorem.

:28.1 The nature ot the reciprocity theorems and the scope ot their
consequences
A reciprocity theorem interrelates, in a specific manner, the field or wave quantities that
characterise two admissible states that could occur in one and the same time-invariant domain
~9c~3 in space. Each of the two states can be associated with its own set of time-invariant
medium parameters and its own set of source distributions. It is assumed that the media in the
two states are linear in their electromagnetic behaviour, i.e. the medium parameters are
independent of the values of the field or wave quantities. The domain ~)to which the reciprocity
theorems apply, may be bounded or unbounded. The application to unbounded domains will
always be handled as a limiting case where the boundary surface ~D of D recedes (partially or
entirely) to infinity.
From the pertaining electromagnetic field equations, first the local form of a reciprocity
theorem will be derived, which form applies to each point of any subdomain of D where the
electromagnetic field quantities are continuously differentiable. By integrating the local form
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over such subdomains and adding the results, the global form of the reciprocity theorem is
arrived at. In it, a boundary integral over ~D occurs, the integrand of which always contains the
unit vector Urn along the normal to ~D, oriented away from ~9 (Figure 28.1-1).
The two states will be denoted by the superscripts A and B. The construction of the
time-domain reciprocity theorems will be based on the electromagnetic field equations (see
Equations (18.3-7) and (18.3-8), and (19.3-8)-(19.3-10))
A ;x,t) =-jAk,
_gk, rn,p3rnHt + 3tCt(ek,Ar,E
(28.1-1)
r
A
A
(28.1-2)
~,n,rOnErA + ~tCt(~j,p,H~ ;x,t) = -KjA,
for state A, and
-£k,m,p~mnpB + ~tCt(~:r,ErB;x,t) =-JkB,

(28.1-3)

~,n,r~nErB -I- ~tCt(,jB, p,H~ ;x,t) = -KjB,

(28.1-4)

for state B, where Ct denotes the time convolution operator (see Equation (B.I-ll)) (Figure
28.1-2). In the incorporation of the medium properties we have refrained from introducing a
separate symbol for the electric or magnetic relaxation functions and use for them the same
symbol as for the instantaneous constitutive parameters. In each of the cases, the meaning will
be clear from the context.
If, in ~9, either surfaces of discontinuity in electromagnetic properties or electromagnetically
impenetrable objects are present, Equations (28.1-1)-(28.1-4) are supplemented by boundary
conditions of the type discussed in Chapter 6, both for state A and state B. These are either (see
Equations (20.1-2) and (20.1-3))
t~k, rn,pl)rnnt’B is continuous across any interface,
(28.1-5)
and

i(3)

O
(2)
98. |- | Bounded domain ~D with boundary surface 3~9 and unit vector Um along the normal to
pointing away from ag, to which the reciprocity theorems apply.
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20.1-2 Bounded domain ~D and States A and B to which the reciprocity theorems apply.

~j,n,r~’rErA’B is continuous across any interface,

(28.1-6)

where Um is the unit vector along the normal to the interface, or (see Equation (20.2-1))
A,B

hmh~O~j,n,r)~nEr (x + h~’,t) = 0
on the boundary of an electrically impenetrable object, (28.1-7)
where u is the unit vector along the normal to the boundary of the object, pointing away from
the object, or (see Equation (20.3-1))
A,B

hmh,~Oek, m,pVmH~ (x + hv, t) = 0
on the boundary of a magnetically impenetrable object, (28.1-8)
where v is the unit vector along the normal to the boundary of the object, pointing away from
the object.
To handle unbounded domains, we assume that outside some sphere S(O, A0), with its centre
at the origin of the chosen reference frame and radius A0, the medium is homogeneous, isotropic
and lossless, with permittivity e0, permeability/~0 and electromagnetic wave speed cO =
(eol~o)-1A, as well as source-free. These parameters are positive constants, but they need not
have the values pertaining to a vacuum domain. In the domain outside that sphere, the so-called
embedding, the asymptotic causal far-field representations are (see Equation (26.12-5))
l ~ ,,o;A,B T) ~,,;A,B

{ErA,B, Ht,B} _ ,~r ,t~p }(~’t-lXl/Co)[1 + O(Ixl-1)] as Ixl---)~,,, (28.1-9)

4~lxl

where {E~’;A’B,H~;A’B}(~,t) denote the far-field wave amplitudes, which are interrelated
through (see Equations (26.12-11) and (26.12-12))
~.k,m,p(~rn/co)H~;A’B + e0Ek~;A’B = 0,

(28.1-10)

-~.j,n,r(~n/co)ES;A’B_

(28.1-11)

+/.t0H~~’;A’BJ = 0,

with

~r~r~,,;A,B = 0,

(28.1-12)
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I
I

98. | -3 Unbounded domain ~D for the application of a reciprocity theorem. Outside the sphere S(O,Ao),
the medium is homogeneous, isotropic and lossless. Inside S(O,Ao), interfaces between different media,
electrically impenetrable objects and magnetically impenetrable objects may be present.

~pHp~;A’B =0,

(28.1-13)

(see Figure 28.1-3).
The construction of the complex frequency-domain reciprocity theorems will be based on
the complex frequency-domain electromagnetic field equations (see Equations (24.4-1) and
(24.4-2))
_ek,m,pOm[21t+ rlk, rEr^A^ A = _,~kA,
(28.1-14)

LARVA_ ^ A

@,n,r~n~rA + ,j,p..p - -Kj ,

(28.1-15)

for state A, and
" ^B ^B .~B
-Sk, m,p~mHpB + rlk, rEr = - k ,
"B ^ B _~jB,

+ =

(28.1-16)
(28.1-17)

for state B. If, in D, either surfaces of discontinuity in electromagnetic properties or
electromagnetically impenetrable objects are present, Equations (28.1-14)-(28.1-17) are
supplemented by boundary conditions of the type discussed in Section 24.3, both for state A
and state B. These are either (see Equations (24.3-1) and (24.3-2))
~.k,m,pl~raI21t’B is continuous across any interface,
(28.1-18)
and
~,n, rl~n~rA’B is continuous across any interface,

(28.1-19)

where vr is the unit vector along the normal to the interface, or (see Equation (24.3-3))
#, A,B,
lmh+Ogj,n,rgni~r !,X + hv,s) = 0

on the boundary of an electrically impenetrable object, (28.1-20)
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where ~, is the unit vector along the normal to the boundary of the object, pointing away from
the object, or (see Equation (24.3-4))
" A,B

llmh~Oek, m,pl)mH~ (X + h~:,s) = 0
on the boundary of a magnetically impenetrable object, (28.1-21)
where ~, is the unit vector along the normal to the boundary of the object, pointing away from
the object.
In the complex frequency domain, too, we assume, to handle unbounded domains, that
outside some sphere S(O, Ao) with its centre at the origin of the chosen reference frame and
radius A0, the medium is homogeneous, isotropic and lossless, with permittivity e0, permeability
/~0 and electromagnetIc wave speed co = (e0P0) t/z, as well as source-free. In the dommn outside
that sphere, the embedding, the asymptotic causal far-field representations are (see Equation
(26.11-10))
{/~rA’B,/~ph’~} = {!~r~;h’B,/~p~;h’B}(~’,s) exp(--slx[/co) [1 + O(Ixl-1)]
4~rlxl

as Ixl--~,

(28.1-22)

where {/~r**;A’B,/-)~’;A’I3}(~’,S) denote the far-field wave amplitudes, which are interrelated
through (see Equations (26.11-13) and (26.11-14))
ek,m,p(~mlco)I?I~*;A’B + eo!~k*’;A’I3 = 0,
(28.1-23)
-ej,n,r(~n/Co)~2;A’B +/t0/~j";A’B = 0,

(28.1-24)

with
~r~r~;A’B -- 0,

(28.1-25)

~p/.)p~;A,B :0.

(28.1-26)

As a rule, state A will be chosen to correspond to the actual electromagnetic wave field in the
configuration, or one of its constituents¯ This wave field will therefore satisfy the condition of
causality, or, for short, will be a causal wave field¯ If state B is another physical state, for
example, a state that corresponds to source distributions and/or electromagnetic medium
parameters that differ from the ones in state A, state B will also be a causal wave field¯ If,
however, state B is a computational state, i.e. a state that is representative for the manner in
which the wave-field quantities in state A are computed, or a state that is representative for the
manner in which the electromagnetic field measurement data pertaining to state A are processed,
there is no necessity to take state B to be a causal wave field as well, and it may, for example,
be taken to be an anti-causal wave field (i.e. a wave field that is time reversed with respect to
a causal wave field) or no wave field at all (which happens, as an example, if one of the
corresponding constitutive parameters is taken to be zero). No matter how the source
distributions and the constitutive parameters are chosen, the wave-field quantities will always
be assumed to satisfy the pertaining electromagnetic field equations and the pertaining
boundary conditions.
To accommodate causal, anti-causal as well as non-causal states in the complex frequencydomain analysis of reciprocity, the Laplace transform with respect to time of any transient, not
necessarily causal or anti-causal, wave functionf=f(x,t) will always be taken as (see Equation
(B.1-5))
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f(x’s)=~t~xp(-st)f(x’Odt~ f°r Re(s) = s° ’

(28.1-27)

i.e. the support of the wave function is, in principle, taken to be the entire interval of real values
of time. Whenever appropriate, the support of the wave function will be indicated explicitly.
For neither causal, nor anti-causal wave fields (but of a transient nature) the right-hand side of
Equation (28.1-27) should exist for some value Re(s) = so on a line parallel to the imaginary
axis of the complex s plane (Figure 28.1-4) for the transformation to make any sense at all.
For causal wave functions with support q’+ = {t~R;t > to}, Equation (28.1-27) yields
f(x,s) =

exp(-st)f(x,t) dt for Re(s) > s~.

(28.1-28)

t0

Here, the right-hand side is regular in some right ha/f Re(s) > s~ of the complex s plane (Figure
28.1-5).
For anti-causal wave functions with support q"- = { t~R;t < to }, Equation (28.1-27) yields
f(x,s)=l~ exp(-st)f(x,t)dt for Re(s) < s~.

(28.1-29)

Here, the right-hand side is regular in some left half Re(s) < s~ of the complex s plane (Figure
28.1-6).
A consequence of Equation~(28.1-29) is that f(x,-s) is regular in the right half Re(s) >
-s~ of the complex s plane if f(x,s) is regular in the left half Re(s) < s~. This result will be
needed in reciprocity theorems of the time correlation type.
For the time convolution Ct (fl,f2;x,t) of any two transient wave functions we have (see
Equations (B. 1-11) and (B. 1-12))
~t(fl,f2;x,s) = f l(x,s) f2 (x,s) .

(28.1-30)

s = Re(s) + j Im(s)
Im(s)

Re(s)

SO

Bromwich path
for inversion

28. | -4 Line Re(s) = So, parallel to the imaginary axis of the complex s plane, at which the time Laplace
transform of a wave field that is neither causal, nor anti-causal, but of a transient nature, exists.
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Im(s)

So

:28. | o5 Right half Re(s) > s~ of the complex s plane, in which the time Laplace transform of a causal
wave function exists.

s = Re(s) + j Ira(s)

Re(s)

28.1-6 Left half Re(s) < sg of the complex s plane, in which the time Laplace transform of an anti-causal
wave function exists.

This relation only holds in the common domain of regularity of fl(X,S) and f2 (x,s). If, in
particular, bothfl =fl(x,t) and f2 =f2(x,t) are causal wave functions, they have a certain right
half of the complex s plane as the domain of regularity in common. (Note that in this case fl (x,s)
is regular in some right half of the complex s plane, while f2(x,s) is also regular in some right
half of the complex s plane.) If, on the other hand, fl =fl(x,t) is a causal wave function and f2
= f2(x,t) is an anti-causal wave function, the common domain of regularity where Equation
(28.1-30) holds, is at most a s~ip of finite width parallel to the imaginary axis of the complex
s~plane. (Note that in this case fl(x,s) is regular in some right half of the complex s plane, while
f2(x,s) is regular in some left half of the complex s plane.)
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For the time correlation Rt(fl,f2;x,t) of any two transient wave functions we have (see
Equations (B.l-14) and (B.l-15))
~t(fl, f2 ;x,s) = fl(X,s) f2 (x,-s) .

(28.1-31)

This relation only holds in the common domain of regularity of fl(x,s) and fi2 (x,s). If, in
particular, bothfl =fl(x,t) and f2 =f2(x,t) are causal wave functions, the common domain of
regularity where Equation (28.1-31) holds, is at most a strip ~of finite width parallel to the
imaginary axis of the complex s plan~e. (Note in this case that fl(x,s) is regular in some right
half of the complex s plane, and that f2(x,-s) is regular in some left half of the complex s plane.)
If, on the other hand, fl =fl(x,t) is a causal wave function and f2 =f2(x,t) is an anti-causal wave
function, the common domain of regularity where Equation (28.1-31) holds is some right half
of the complex s p~ane. (Note that in this case fl(x,s) is regular in some right half of the complex
s plane, and that f2(x,-s) is also regular in some right half of the complex s plane.)
In subsequent calculations the time correlation will, whenever appropriate, be replaced by
(see Equation (B. 1-18))
Rt(fl, f2;x,t) = Ct(fl,Jt(f2);x,t),

(28.1-32)

where Jt is the time reversal operator. The latter operator changes causal wave functions into
anti-causal ones, and vice versa.

Exercises
Exercise 28, 1-1
Of what type is the domain of regularity of the Laplace transform of the time convolution
wave functions fl =fl(x,t) and f2 =f2(x,t) that are both anti-causal?
Answer: Some left half of the complex s plane.
Ct(fl,f2;x,t) of two

Exercise 28, 1-2

Of what type is the domain of regularity of the Laplace transform of the time correlation
Rt(fl,f2;x,t) of the anti-causal wave function fl = fl(x,t) and the causal wave function fx =
f x(X,t) ?
Answer: Some left half of the complex s plane.

28.:2 The time-domain reciprocity theorem of the time convolution type
The time-domain reciprocity theorem of the time convolution type follows upon considering
B
BA
the local interaction quantity ~m,r,pOrn [C¢(EAr ,n;
;x,t) - Ct(Er ,Hi ;x,t)]. Using standard rules
for spatial differentiation and adjusting the subscripts to later convenience, we obtain
BA
= ~,n,rOnCt(ErA,HjB;x,t) + ~.k,m,pOmet(E£ ,H~ ;x,t)
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= Ct(ej,n,rOnErA,HjB;x,t) - Ct(ErA,er,n,j~nI-IjB;x,t)
- Ct(ep,m,kamEkB,Ht;x,t) + Ct(E~,gk, m,pamHt;x,t).

(28.2-1)

With the aid of Equations (28.1-1)-(28.1-4), the different terms on the fight-hand side become
Ct(~j,n,r~nErA,HjB;x,t)= ~tCt(/Aj,p,H~A A,/~B ;x,t)- Ct(KjA,H?;~,t) ,

(28.2-2)

"-C,(ErA, Er, n,janI-IjB;x,t) = -atCt(ErA, grB, k,E~ ;~,t) - Ct(ErA,JrB;ag,,) ,

(28.2-3)

and
-Ct(Ep,rn,kamE~c ,a~ ;x,O = atCt~:,j,~ ,n: ;x,O +

,

~~

(28.2-4)

,
in which ~e eonvolu~on of ~ee functions is a sho~hand notation for the convolution of a
func~on with the convolution of two o~er functions. (Note that in the convolution operation

the order of~e operators is immate~al.) Combi~ng ~uations (28.2-2)~28.2-5) with ~uation
(28.2-I), it is found that
Rm,r,p~m [C,(E~,H~ ;x,t) ~tCt(g~k_ . ,.. _ A A B

AAB

+ Ct(Jt,Eff;x,0 --Ct(~A~B;X,O - Ct(J#,Ef;x,O + Ct(K#,H#;x,0. (28.2-6)
~uafion (28.2-6) is ~e local fom of electwmagnetic reciproci~ theorem of the timeconvolution ~pe. ~e first two te~s on the fight-hand side ~e representative for ~e differences
(contrasts) in ~e elec~omagnetic propeaies of ~e mesa present in ~e two states; these te~s
va~sh at ~ose locations where er~(x,0 = ek~r(X,t) and #~j@,O = #j~@,O for all t~. In case
the latter conditions hold, ~e two mesa ~e denoted as each other’s adjoint. Note is this respect
that ~e adjoint of a causal (anti-cause) m~ium is causal (anti-causal) as well. ~e last four
te~s on ~e right-hand side of ~uafion (28.2-6) ~e represen~tive for ~e action of ~e sources
in ~e two states; ~ese te~s vanish at those l~ations where no sources ~e present.
To ~ve at ~e global fo~ of the recipr~ity theorem for some bounded domain 9, it is
assumed that ~ is ~e union of a fi~te num~r of subdomains in each of which the te~s
~cu~ng in ~uafion (28.2-6) ~e continuous. U~n inte~ating ~uation (28.2-6) over each
of ~ese subdomains, applying Gauss’ ~vergence ~eorem (~uation (A. 12-1)) to ~e resuking
left-hand side, ~d adding ~e results, we ~ve at (Figure 28.2-1)
Em,r,p lx~3~m[Ct(ErA,npB;x,t) - Ct(ErB,npA’,x,t)] dA
=

-- 8k,
[_~tCt(srB,
k r,E;
A A,E~c
B ;x,t) + ~tCt(/ApB, j-

AAB

;x,t)] dV

(28.2-7)

Equation (28.2-7) is the global form, for the bounded domain ~D, of the electromagnetic
reciprocity theorem of the time convolution type. Note that in the process of adding the
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i(3)

o
(~)
i(1)
:28.2-I

Bounded domain a9 with boundary surface OD to which the reciprocity theorems apply.

contributions from the subdomains of ~D, the contributions from common interfaces have
cancelled in view of the boundary conditions of the continuity type (Equations (28.1-5) and
(28.1-6)), and that the contributions from boundary surfaces of electromagnetically impenetrable parts of the configuration have vanished in view of the pertaining boundary conditions of
the explicit type (Equation (28.1-7) or Equation (28.1-8)). In the left-hand side, therefore, only
a contribution from the outer boundary Oa9 of ~9 remains insofar as parts of this boundary do
not coincide with the boundary surface of an electromagnetically impenetrable object. In the
right-hand side, the first integral is representative for the differences (contrasts) in the
electromagnetic properties of the media present in the two states; this term vanishes if the media
in the two states are, throughout a9, each other’s adjoint. The second integral on the fight-hand
side is representative for the action of the sources present in D in the two states; this term
vanishes if no sources are present in D.

The limiting case of an unbounded domain
In quite a number of cases the reciprocity theorem Equation (28.2-7) will be applied to an
unbounded domain. To handle such cases, the embedding provisions of Section 28.1 are made
and Equation (28.2-7) is first applied to the domain interior to the sphere S(O,A) with its centre
at the origin and radius A, after which the limit A---~oo is taken (Figure 28.2-2).
Whether or not the surface integral contribution over S(O,A) does vanish as A---~oo, depends
on the nature of the time behaviour of the wave fields in the two states. In case the wave fields
in state A and state B are both causal in time (which is the case if both states apply to physical
wave fields), the far-field representation of Equations (28.1-9)-(28.1-13) apply for sufficiently
large values of A. Then, the time convolutions occurring in the integrands of Equation (28.2-7)
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28.2-’) Unbounded domain ~9 to which the reciprocity theorems apply. S(O,A) is the bounding sphere
that recedes to infinity; S(O,Ao) is the sphere outside which the medium is homogeneous, isotropic and
lossless.

are also causal in time, and at any finite value of t, A can be chosen so large that on S(O,A) the
integrand vanishes. In this case, the contribution from S(O,A) vanishes. If, however, at least
one of the two states is chosen to be non-causal (which, for example, can apply to the case
where one of the two states is a computational one), the time convolutions occurring in Equation
(28.2-7) are non-causal as well and the contribution from S(O,A) does not vanish, no matter
how large a value of A is chosen. As outside the sphere S(O,Ao) that is used to define the
embedding (see Section 28.1) the media are each other’s adjoint and no sources are present, the
surface integral contribution from $(O,A) is, however, independent of the value of A as long as
A > A0 (see Exercise 28.2-2).
The time-domain reciprocity theorem of the time convolution type is mainly used for
investigating the transmission/reception reciprocity properties of electromagnetic systems and
devices (for example, antennas) (see Sections 28.6 and 28.7) and for the modelling of direct
(forward) source problems (see Section 28.8) and direct (forward) scattering problems (see
Section 28.9). References to the earlier literature on the subject can be found in a paper by De
Hoop (1987).

Exercises

Exercise 28,2-1

To what form reduce the contrast-in-media terms in the reciprocity theorems Equations (28.2-6)
and (28.2-7) if the media in states A and B are both instantaneously reacting with permittivities
ekA, r and er,B/o and permeabilities/zj,Ap and/tpB, j?
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Answer
Ct(~rB, k-

AAB

and
Ct(/t/~,Bj A A B

B

Exercise 28.2-2

Let ~Dbe the bounded domain that is internally bounded by the closed surface ,-ql and externally
by the closed surface $2. The unit vectors along the normals to S1 and 32 are chosen as shown
in Figure 28.2-3.
The reciprocity theorem Equation (28.2-7) is applied to the domain ~D. In ~D, no sources are
present, neither in state Anor in state B, and the medium in ~gin state B is in its electromagnetic
properties adjoint to the one in state A. Prove that
Em,r,p f +[Ct<E?,npB;x,t) - Ct(E?,nt;x,t)]dA

(28.2-8)
i.e. that the surface integral is an invariant.

28.3 The time-domain reciprocity theorem of the time correlation ~/pe
The time-domain reciprocity theorem of the time correlation type follows upon considering the
local interaction quantity Em,r,p3m [Rt(ErA,npa;X,t) + Rt(E?,HpA;x,-t)]. On account of Equations (B. 1-14) and (B. 1-18) and the symmetry of the convolution operator, this quantity can be
rewritten as em,r, pOra [Ct(ErA, Jt(HpB);x,t) + Ct(Jt(ErB),HpA;x,t)]. Using standard rules for spatial
differentiation and adjusting the subscripts to later convenience, we obtain
~.m,r,p~m [C,(E?,Jt(apB);x,t) q- Ct(Jt(E?),nt;x,t)]

= Ct(~j,n,r~nErA,Jt(njB);x,t) - Ct(ErA,~r,n,j~nJt(njB);x,t)
-!- Ct(t~p,m,k~rnJt(E~),at;Jg, t) - Ct(Jt(E~),Ek,m,p~mnpA;X,t) .

(28.3-1)

With the aid of Equations (28.1-1)-(28.1-4) and the rule Jt(Otf) = -3t(Jt(f)), the different terms
on the right-hand side become
Ct( ~j,n,r~nErA,J t( njB) ;x,t)
= --OtCt(ttjA, p,Ht, Jt(njB);x,t) - Ct(KjA, Jt(HjB);x,t),

(28.3-2)
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S2

28.2-3 Domain ~D, bounded internally by the closed surface $1 and externally by the closed surface

"-Ct(ErA,~.r,n,j~ nJ t( I-~B) ;x,t)
= ~,C,(ErA, Jt(~rB, k),Jt(E~);X,t)- C,(ErA, Jt(JrB);x,t),

(28.3-3)

and
C,(~-p,m,k~mJt(E~),nt;x,t)

¯

= ~,Ct(Jt~pB, j),Jt(I-IjB),Ht);x,O - C,(Jt(KpB),HpA;x,t),

(28.3-4)

-’Ct( J t( E~),~.k,m,p~mnt ;x,t)
B A A Ct(Jt(E~),jt;x,t)
=--~tCt(Jt(E[c ),~k,r,Er ;x,t)-

(28.3-5)

,

in which the convolution of three functions is a shorthand notation for the convolution of a
function with the convolution of two other functions. (Note that in the convolUtion operation
the order of the operators is immaterial.) Combining Equations (28.3-2)--(28.3-5) with Equation
(28.3-1), it is found that
Em,r,pOm [Ct(ErA,Jt(npB);x,t) 4- Ct(Jt(ErB),nt;x,t)]

AA B
= OtCt(Jt(grB,
k) A
A B);a:,t) + OtCt(Jt(/ttpB, j) -/.tj,p,n/7 ,Jt(nj
- gk, r,E~
,Jt(E[c
- Ct(Jt, Jt(E~);.r,t) - Ct(KjA, Jt(H?);x,t)
- Ct(Jt(JrB),ErA;X,t) - C,(Jt(gpB),nt;x,t).

(28.3-6)

Equation (28.3-6) is the local form of electromagnetic reciprocity theorem of the time
correlation type. The first two terms on the right-hand side are representative for the differences
(contrasts) in the electromagnetic properties of the media present in the two states; these terms
vanish at those locations where Jt(erB, k)(X,t) = ~ktr(X,t) and Jt(fl.pB, j)(x,t) = luj,Ap(X,t) for all t~. In
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case the latter conditions hold, the two media are denoted as each other’s time-reverse adjoint.
Note is this respect that the time-reverse adjoint of a causal (anti-causal) medium is an
anti-causal (causal) medium. The last four terms on the right-hand side of Equation (28.3-6)
are representative for the action of the sources in the two states; these terms vanish at those
locations where no sources are present.
To arrive at the global form of the reciprocity theorem for some bounded domain ag, it is
assumed that ~D is the union of a finite number of subdomains in each of which the terms
occurring in Equation (28.3-6) are continuous. Upon integrating Equation (28.3-6) over each
of these subdomains, applying Gauss’ divergence theorem (Equation (A. 12-1)) to the resulting
left-hand side, and adding the results, we arrive at (Figure 28.3-1)

=

fx

AAB
[~tCt(Jt(~rB, k)- 8k, r,Er ,Jt(E£ );:¢,t) + ~tCt(Jt(~j)- tttjA, p,HpA, Jt([-~B);~C,t)] dV

- fx~,D[Ct(Jt, Jt(E~);x,t) + Ct(KjA, Jt(!~B);x,t)

+ Ct(Jt(JrB),ErA;X,t)+ Ct(Jt(¢),HpA;x,t)] dV.

(28.3-7)

Equation (28.3-7) is the global form, for the bounded domain ~D, of the electromagnetic
reciprocity theorem of the time correlation type. Note that in the process of adding the
contributions from the subdomains of D, the contributions from common interfaces have
cancelled in view of the boundary conditions of the continuity type (Equations (28.1-5) and

i(3)

O
(2)
i(l)
28.3-1 Bounded domain ~D with boundary surface OD to which the reciprocity theorems apply.
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(28.1-6)), and that the contributions from boundary surfaces of electromagnetically impenetrable parts of the configuration have vanished in view of the pertaining boundary conditions of
the explicit type (Equation (28.1-7) or Equation (28.1-8)). In the left-hand side, therefore, only
a contribution from the outer boundary ~9 of a9 remains insofar as parts of this boundary do
not coincide with the boundary surface of an electromagnetically impenetrable object. In the
right-hand side, the first integral is representative for the differences (contrasts) in the
electromagnetic properties of the media present in the two states; this term vanishes if the media
in the two states are, throughout D, each other’s time-reverse adjoint. The second integral on
the right-hand side is representative for the action of the sources present in D in the two states;
this term vanishes if no sources are present in ~.

The limiting case of an unbounded domain
In a number of cases the reciprocity theorem Equation (28.3-7) will be applied to an unbounded
domain. To handle such cases, the embedding provisions of Section 28.1 are made and Equation
(28.3-7) is first applied to the domain interior to the sphere $(O,A) with its centre at the origin
and of radius A, after which the limit A-->~o is taken (Figure 28.3-2).
Since outside the sphere S(O,Ao) that is used to define the embedding (see Section 28.1) the
media are each other’s time-reverse adjoint and no sources are present, the surface integral
contribution from S(O,A) is, in any case, independent of the value of A for A > A0 (see Exercise
28.3-2). Whether or not this contribution vanishes as A--->oo, depends on the nature of the time
behaviour of the wave fields in the two states. In case the wave fields in state A and state B are
both causal in time (which is the case if both states apply to physical wave fields), the time
correlations occurring in the integrands of Equation (28.3-7) are neither causal nor anti-causal,
and the contribution of S(O,A) is a non-vanishing function that is independent of the value of
A. If, however, state A is chosen to be causal and state B is chosen to be anti-causal (which, for

s(o, A0)

!
I
I
I

28.3-2 Unbounded domain Dto which the reciprocity theorems apply. S(O,A) is the bounding sphere
that recedes to infinity; .S(O,Ao) is the sphere outside which the medium is homogeneous, isotropic and
lossless.
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example, can apply to the case where state B is a computational one), the correlations occurring
in Equation (28.3-7) are causal as well and the contribution from S(O,A) vanishes for
sufficiently large values of A.
The time-domain reciprocity theorem of the time correlation type is mainly used in the
modelling of inverse source problems (see Section 28.10) and inverse scattering problems (see
Section 28.11). References to the earlier literature on the subject can be found in a paper by De
Hoop (1987).

Exercises
Exercise 28.3-1
To what form reduce the contrast-in-media terms in the reciprocity theorems Equations (28.3-6)
and (28.3-7) if the media in states A and B are both instantaneously reacting?
Answer:
OtCt(Jt(erB, k) A A

B

and
B
OtCt(Jt(~pB,
j) A A,Jt(n~ B
- ktj,p,n~
);x,t) = [fl.p,j(x)
- fl.j,Ap(x)] Otct(npA,Jt([-~B);x,t).
Exercise 28.3-2

Let agbe the bounded domain that is internally bounded by the closed surface ~ql and externally
by the closed surface 52. The unit vectors along the normals to S1 and $2 are chosen as shown
in Figure 28.3-3.
The reciprocity theorem Equation (28.3-7) is applied to the domain ~D. In D, no sources are
present, in either state A or state B, and the medium in ~D in state B is in its electromagnetic
properties the time-reverse adjoint to the one in state A. Prove that
~’m,r,p ~ Vm [Ct(E?,Jt(HpB);x,t) + Ct(Jt(E?),nt;x,t)]dA
x~-s1

(28.3-8)
i.e. the surface integral is an invariant.

:28.4 The complex frequency-domain reciprocity theorem of the lime
convolution type
The complex frequency-domain reciprocity theorem of the time- convolution type follows upon
considering the local interaction quantity e~n,r,p~m [~,rA(x,s)I~pB(x,s) - ~rB(X,S)I~pA(X,S) ]. Using
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98.3-3 Domain ~D, bounded internally by the closed surface S1 and externally by the closed surface ~q2"

standard rules for spatial differentiation and adjusting the subscripts to later convenience, we
obtain

-" ~j,n,r~ n ~rA (X,S) fftjB (x,$) I -I- t~k,m,p~ m [ ~ ~ (x,s) lQt (x,s )]
-" [gj,n,r~n~rA (x,$) ] t~ljB (X,S) -- ~rA (X,$) [gr, n,j~ntQ~ (x,s)]

-[ep,m,kOm~ff (x,s)] !~t(x,s) + ~ ff (x,s) [ek,m,pO,nl?tt(x,s)] .

(28.4-1)

With the aid of Equations (28.1-14)-(28.1-17), the different terms on the right-hand side
become
[ej,n,r~)n#rA(x,s)] jr~jB (X,S)=-~j,p(X,s)H;"A ^ A(X,s)/_~^B .,S) - ~(X,S)ff-IjB(x,S), (28.4-2)
_#rA(X,$) [£r,n,j~nffljB(x,$)]= _~]r,k(X,s)Er^B ^A (,,,)Ek^B

(x,,)- /~ra(X,s)Jff (’,’),

(28.4-3)

and
(28.4-4)
j~kB(x,$) [~.k,m,p~mlr~lt(,,s)] ^ A ^ A ^ B ^ B ^ A

= rlk, r(X,s)Er (x,s)Et~ (x,s) + Elc (x,s)Jl~ (x,s).

Combining Equations (28.4-2)-(28.4-5) with Equation (28.4-1), it is found that

(28.4-5)
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-tlk, r(X,S)] Er (x,s)E/~ (x,s)

+ G (x,s)E (x,s)(28.4-6)
Equation (28.4-6) is the local form of the complex frequency-domain counterpart of the
electromagnetic reciprocity theorem of the time convolution type. The first two terms on the
right-hand side are representative for the differences (contrasts) in the electromagnetic
properties of the media present in the two states; these terms vanish at those locations where
OrB, k(X,s) = Oktr(X,S) and ~-pB, j(x,s) = ~jA, p(x,s) for all s in the domain in the complex s plane where
Equation (28.4-6) holds. In case the latter conditions hold, the two media are denoted as each
other’s adjoint. The last four terms on the right-hand side of Equation (28.4-6) are representative
for the action of the sources in the two states; these terms vanish at those locations where no
sources are present.
To arrive at the global form of the reciprocity theorem for some bounded domain ~O, it is
assumed that D is the union of a finite number of subdomains in each of which the terms
occurring in Equation (28.4-6) are continuous. Upon integrating Equation (28.4-6) over each
of these subdomains, applying Gauss’ divergence theorem (Equation (A. 12-1)) to the resulting
left-hand side, and adding the results, we arrive at (Figure 28.4-1)

^A

"A

^B

(28.4-7)
Equation (28.4-7) is the global form, for the bounded domain ~D, of the complex frequencydomain counterpart of the electromagnetic reciprocity theorem of the time convolution type.
Note that in the process of adding the contributions from the subdomains of ~D, the contributions
from common interfaces have cancelled in view of the boundary conditions of the continuity
type (Equations (28.1-18) and (28.1-19)), and that the contributions from boundary surfaces of
electromagnetically impenetrable parts of the configuration have vanished in view of the
pertaining boundary conditions of the explicit type (Equation (28.1-20) or Equation (28.1-21)).
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i(3)

o
(2)
i(1)
28.4-1

Bounded domain ~D with boundary surface ~D to which the reciprocity theorems apply.

In the left-hand side, therefore, only a contribution from the outer boundary OD of ~D remains
insofar as parts of this boundary do not coincide with the boundary surface of an electromagnetically impenetrable object. In the right-hand side, the first integral is representative for the
differences (contrasts) in the electromagnetic properties of the media present in the two states;
this term vanishes if the media in the two states are, throughout ~9, each other’s adjoint. The
second integral on the right-hand side is representative for the action of the sources in ~D in the
two states; this term vanishes if no sources are present in ~.
The limiting case of an unbounded domain
In quite a number of cases the reciprocity theorem Equation (28.4-7) will be applied to an
unbounded domain. To handle such cases, the embedding provisions of Section 28.1 are made
and Equation (28.4-7) is first applied to the domain interior to the sphere S(O,A) with its centre
at the origin and of radius A, after which the limit A---~oo is taken (Figure 28.4-2).
Whether or not the surface integral contribution over S(O,A) does vanish as A---~oo, depends
on the nature of the time behaviour of the wave fields in the two states. In case the wave fields
in state A and state B are both causal in time (which is the case if both states apply to physical
wave fields), the far-field representations of Equations (28.1-22)-(28.1-26) apply for sufficiently large values of A. Then the contribution from S(O,A) vanishes in the limit d--~oo. If,
however, at least one of the two states is chosen to be non-causal (which, for example, can apply
to the case where one of the two states is a computational one), the contribution from S(O,A)
does not vanish, no matter how large A is chosen. However, since outside the sphere S(O,AO)
that is used to define the embedding (see Section 28.1) the media are each other’s adjoint and
no sources are present, the surface integral contribution from S(O,A) is independent of the value
of A as long as A > A0 (see Exercise 28.4-4).
The complex frequency-domain reciprocity theorem of the time convolution type is mainly
used for investigating the transmission/reception reciprocity properties of electromagnetic
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28.4-:2 Unbounded domain ~D to which the reciprocity theorems apply. S(O,A) is the bounding sphere
that recedes to infinity; S(O,Ao) is the sphere outside which the medium is homogeneous, isotropic and
lossless.

systems and devices (for example, antennas) (see Sections 28.6 and 28.7) and for the modelling
of direct (forward) source problems (see Section 28.8) and direct (forward) scattering problems
(see Section 28.9).

Exercises
Exercise 28.4-1
Show, by taking the Laplace transform with respect to time, that Equation (28.4-6) follows from
Equation (28.2-6).
Exercise 28,4-2
Show, by taking the Laplace transform with respect to time, that Equation (28.4-7) follows from
Equation (28.2-7).
Exercise 28,4-3
To what form reduce the contrast-in-media terms in the reciprocity theorems Equations (28.4-6)
and (28.4-7) if the media in states A and B are both instantaneously reacting?
Answers:
[0r,Bk(x,$) - 0ktr(X,$)] ~rA’(X,$)~kB(X,$) --$ [~rB, k(X) -- ~,ktr(X)] ~rA(X,S)~kB

and
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28.4-3 Domain ~D, bounded internally by the closed surface S1 and externally by the closed surface S2.
Exercise 28,4-4

Let agbe the bounded domain that is internally bounded by the closed surface S1 and externally
by the closed surface ,52. The unit vectors along the normals to ,51 and ‘52 are chosen as shown
in Figure 28.4-3.
The reciprocity theorem Equation (28.4-7) is applied to the domain ~D. In ~D, no sources are
present, in either state A or state B, and the medium in ~9 in state B is in its electromagnetic
properties adjoint to the one in state A. Prove that

(28.4-8)
~ x~52

i.e. the surface integral is an invariant.

28.5 The complex frequency-domain reciprocity theorem of the time
correlation type
The complex frequency-domain reciprocity theorem of the time correlation type follows upon
considering the local interaction quantity Em,r,p~m[~r A

B

B

A

Using standard rules for spatial differentiation and adjusting the subscripts to later convenience,
we obtain
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With the aid of Equations (28.1-14)-(28.1-17), the different terms on the fight-hand side
become

(28.5-2)

(28.5-3)
and

(28.5-4)

(28.5-5)
Combining Equations (28.5-2)-(28.5-5) with Equation (28.5-1), it is found that
t?,m,r,p~m [!~rA(x,s)/-)pB(x,-s)+

^ ~(x,-s)-~i^A
(x,s)~
k~(~,~)~(~,_~)
- J~(x,-s)~(x,s)- ~(x,-s)~#(x,s).

(28.5-6)

Equation (28.5-5) is ~e local form of the complex frequency-dot~in counterpart of the
electro~gnetic reciprociff theorem of the time correlation ~pe. The first two te~s on the
fight-hand side ~e representative for the ~fferences (contrasts) in ~e elecffomagnefic
prope~ies of ~e mesa present in the two states; these terms vanish at those locations where
~r~k(X,-s) = -~k~r(X,s) and ~j(x,-s) = -~j~(x,s) for all s in ~e domain in the complex s plane
w~ere ~uatio~ (28.5-6) holds. In case thg latter conditions hold, the two mesa ~e denoted as
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each other’s time-reverse adjoint. The last four terms on the right-hand side of Equation (28.5-6)
are representative for the action of the sources in the two states; these terms vanish at those
locations where no sources are present.
To arrive at the global form of the reciprocity theorem for some bounded domain D, it is
assumed that D is the union of a finite number of subdomains in each of which the terms
occurring in Equation (28.5-6) are continuous. Upon integrating Equation (28.5-6) over each
of these subdomains, applying Gauss’ divergence theorem (Equation (A. 12-1)) to the resulting
left-hand side, and adding the results, we arrive at (Figure 28.5-1)
~m,r,p f l)ra[~-’rA(X,$)fflpB(X,-$> + ~’?(X,--$)fflt(x,S>]dA

8 xc-,gD

~ x~D

"B
"A
+ .~rB(x,-s)~.rAQC, S)+ K~ (x,-s)H~ (x,s)] dV.

(28.5-7)

Equation (28.5-7) is the global form, for the bounded domain D, of the complex frequencydomain counterpart of the electromagnetic reciprocity theorem of the time correlation type.
Note that in the process of adding the contributions from the subdomains of D, the contributions
from common interfaces have cancelled in view of the boundary conditions of the continuity
type (Equations (28.1-18) and (28.1-19)), and that the contributions from boundary surfaces of

i(3)

O
(2)
i(1)
28.5- | Bounded domain D with boundary surface ~D to which the reciprocity theorems apply.
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electromagnetically impenetrable parts of the configuration have vanished in view of the
pertaining boundary conditions of the explicit type (Equations (28.1-20) or (28.1-21)). In the
left-hand side, therefore, only a contribution from the outer boundary Oa9 of a9 remains insofar
as parts of this boundary do not coincide with the boundary surface of an electromagnetically
impenetrable object. In the right-hand side, the first integral is representative for the differences
(contrasts) in the electromagnetic properties of the media present in the two states; this term
vanishes if the media in the two states are, throughout ~D, each other’s time-reverse adjoint. The
second integral on the right-hand side is representative for the action of the sources in a9 in the
two states; this term vanishes if no sources are present in ~D.

The limiting case of an unbounded domain
In quite a number of cases the reciprocity theorem Equation (28.5-7) will be applied to an
unbounded domain. To handle such cases, the embedding provisions of Section 28.1 are made
and Equation (28.5-7) is first applied to the domain interior to the sphere S(O,A) with its centre
at the origin and of radius A, after which the limit A--~oo is taken (Figure 28.5-2).
Whether or not the surface integral contribution over S(O,A) does vanish as A---)oo, depends
on the nature of the time behaviour of the wave fields in the two states. In case the wave fields
in state A and state B are both causal in time (which is the case if both states apply to physical
wave fields), the far-field representations of Equations (28.1-22)-(28.1-26) apply for sufficiently large values of A. Then, since outside the sphere S(O,Ao) that is used to define the
embedding (see Section 28.1) the media are each other’s time-reverse adjoint and no sources
are present, the surface integral contribution from S(O,A) is, in any case, independent of the
value of A as long as A > A0 (see Exercise 28.5-4). If, however, state A is chosen to be causal
and state B is chosen to be anti-causal (which, for example, can apply to the case where state
B is a computational one), the contribution from S(O,A) vanishes for sufficiently large values
of A.
The complex frequency-domain reciprocity theorem of the time correlation type is mainly
used in the modelling of inverse source problems (see Section 28.10) and inverse scattering
problems (see Section 28.11).

Exercises
Exercise 28,5-1
Show, by taking the Laplace transform with respect to time, that Equation (28.5-6) follows from
Equation (28.3-6).
Exercise 28.5-2
Show, by taking the Laplace transform with respect to time, that Equation (28.5-7) follows from
Equation (28.3-7).
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28.5-9 Unbounded domain ~D to which the reciprocity theorems apply. 5(O,A) is the bounding sphere
that recedes to infinity; S(O,Ao) is the sphere outside which the medium is homogeneous, isotropic and
lossless.

Exercise 28.5-3
To what form reduce the contrast-in-media terms in the reciprocity theorems Equations (28.5-6)
and (28.5-7) if the media in states A and B are both instantaneously reacting?
Answer:
-- rJk, r(X,$)] Er (x,s)E£ (x,-$): $ [~.rB, k(X) -

and

Exercise 2&5-4
Let ~Dbe the bounded domain that is internally bounded by the closed surface S1 and externally
by the closed surface $2. The unit vectors along the normals to S1 and $2 are chosen as shown
in Figure 28.5-3.
The reciprocity theorem Equation (28.5-7) is applied to the domain ~D. In ~D, no sources are
present either in state A or in state B, and the medium in ~9 in state B is in its electromagnetic
properties the time-reverse adjoint to the one in state A. Prove that
+m,+,p

x~2

i.e. ~e s~ace integrN is an inv~ant.
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28.5-3 Domain ag, bounded internally by the closed surface S1 and externally by the closed surface ~¢2’

28.6 Transmission/reception reciprocity properties of a pair of
electromagnetic antennas
Any electromagnetic system or device, when in operation, emits electromagnetic radiation into
its environment and, reciprocally, any electromagnetic system or device is susceptible to an
electromagnetic field that is present in its environment. In a number of cases, this phenomenon
is an unwanted effect because it can lead to an undesired interaction between systems and
devices that are not designed to do so. Quantitatively, the potentiality of a system or device to
emit electromagnetic radiation and its ability to pick up an electromagnetic field from its
environment are interrelated via reciprocity. These aspects will be further discussed in Chapter
30 in the realm of the ElectroMagnetic Compatibility of electromagnetic systems and devices.
A device or system that is specifically designed to emit electromagnetic radiation into its
environment or to pick up an electromagnetic field from its environment, is commonly denoted
as an (electromagnetic) antenna. An active antenna (that is usually electronically activated via
a low-frequency termination) is denoted as a transmitting antenna; a passive antenna (that is
usually connected to a passive load via a low-frequency termination) is denoted as a receiving
antenna. Here, too, the potentiality of an electromagnetic device or system to act as a
transmitting antenna and the potentiality of such a system to act as a receiving antenna are
quantitatively interrelated via reciprocity. This aspect will be further disussed in the present
section.
Transmitting antennas can be divided into two types, viz. the ones whose action can be
computationally modelled by prescribed values of (volume or surface distributed) electric
current densities, and the ones whose action can be computafionally modelled by prescribed
values of the (volume or surface distributed) magnetic current densities. Examples of electric
current transmitting antennas are the wire electric dipoles as used in radio broadcasting in the
medium-wave and short-wave frequency bands. Examples of magnetic current antennas are
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the wire loop magnetic dipoles as used in mobile communication systems. Also the receiving
antennas are divided into two types, viz. the ones whose action can computationally be modelled
by their sensitivity to the electric field strength (throughout their volume or at their surface),
and the ones whose action can computationally be modelled by their sensitivity to the magnetic
field strength (throughout their volume or at their surface). Examples of electric field sensitive
receiving antennas are the electric dipole antennas as used in the reception of television
broadcast signals. Examples of magnetic field sensitive receiving antennas are the coil-wound
ferrite rod antennas as used in the reception of medium-wave radio broadcast signals.
To analyse the reciprocity properties of the different antennas in their transmitting and
receiving situations, we consider the fundamental configuration of two antennas that are
surrounded by an arbitrarily inhomogeneous and anisotropic medium. The configuration
occupies the entire three-dimensional space R3. Antenna A occupies the bounded domain AntA
with boundary surface 3AntA, and unit vector along the normal ~m oriented away from AntA.
Antenna B occupies the bounded domain AntB with boundary surface ~AntB, and unit vector
along the normal ~’m oriented away from AntB. The domain exterior to AntAt_)~AntA is denoted
by Ant,{; the domain exterior to AntBVa3AntB is denoted by Ant~. The domains AntA and
AntB are disjoint (Figure 28.6-1).
As to the boundary conditions across interfaces between parts of the surrounding medium
with different electromagnetic properties and the boundary conditions at the boundary surfaces
of electromagnetically impenetrable objects, the provisions necessary for the global reciprocity
theorems to hold are made. The standard limiting procedure of Section 28.1 for the handling
of an unbounded domain applies. Since transmission and reception are both causal phenomena,
the transmission/reception reciprocity properties are based on the reciprocity theorems (28.2-7)
and (28.4-7) of the time convolution type, in which theorem causality is preserved.

Volume action antennas
A volume action antenna is characterised by the property that in the transmitting mode its action
can be accounted for by prescribed values of the volume source densities of electric current and
magnetic current, whose common support is the domain occupied by that antenna, while in the
receiving mode it is sensitive to the electric field strength and/or the magnetic field strength
over the domain it occupies. To investigate the transmission/reception reciprocity properties of
a pair of such antennas, we take state A to be the causal electromagnetic state for which the
volume source densities have the support AntA (i.e. in state A, Antenna A is the transmitting
antenna and Antenna B is the receiving antenna). Furthermore, we take state B to be the causal
electromagnetic state for which the volume source densities have the support AntB (i.e. in state
B, Antenna B is the transmitting antenna and Antenna A is the receiving antenna). Application
of the global time-domain reciprocity theorem of the time convolution type, Equation (28.2-7),
to the entire configuration yields, assuming the embedding medium to be self-adjoint,

x~_AntA

(28.6-1)
x~_Anta
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28.6- I Configuration for the transmission/reception reciprocity properties of a pair of electromagnetic
antennas AntA and AntB.

The complex frequency-domain counterpart of Equation (28.6-1) follows from Equation
(28.4-7) as
x~_.AntA

(28.6-2)
x~=AntB

In Equations (28.6-1) and (28.6-2), the terms containing the volume source densities of electric
current are representative for the action of the antenna as a (volume distributed) electric current
transmitting antenna, while the terms containing the volume densities of magnetic current are
representative for the action of the antenna as a (volume distributed) magnetic current
transmitting antenna. Furthermore, the terms containing the electric field strength quantify the
action of the antenna as a (volume distributed) electric field receiving antenna, while the terms
containing the magnetic field strength quantify the action of the antenna as a (volume
distributed) magnetic field receiving antenna. From Equations (28.6-1) and (28.6-2), and hence
from the principle of reciprocity, it is concluded that a spatially distributed electric current
antenna is only sensitive to the electric field (and insensitive to the magnetic field), while a
spatially distributed magnetic current antenna is only sensitive to the magnetic field (and
insensitive to the electric field). The reciprocity relations imply that the different sensitivities
are related (viz. through Equations (28.6-1) and (28.6-2)).
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Surface action antennas

A surface action antenna is characterised by the property that in its transmitting mode its action
can be accounted for by prescribed values of the tangential components of the electric field
strength and the magnetic field strength at its boundary surface, while in its receiving mode it
is sensitive to the tangential components of the electric field strength and/or the magnetic field
strength at that surface. This description of the action of the antenna is employed when the
description of its action by volume sources is either inapplicable or irrelevant. (Most
applications of this type of antenna are found in microwave engineering, where surface action
antennas are commonly denoted as "aperture antennas".) To investigate the reciprocity
properties of a pair of such antennas, we take state A to be the causal electromagnetic state for
which the prescribed surface source densities have the support 0AntA (i.e. in state A, Antenna
A is the~ transmitting antenna and Antenna B is the receiving antenna). Furthermore, we take
state B to be the causal electromagnetic state for which the prescribed surface source densities
have the support 0AntB (i.e. in state B, Antenna B is the transmitting antenna and Antenna A is
the receiving antenna). Application of the global time-domain reciprocity theorem of the timeconvolution type, Equation (28.2-7), to the entire domain ~3~Ant~, ~Ant~ exterior to the
antennas yields, assuming the embedding medium to be self-adjoint,
~Anth

(28.6-3)
x~OAntB

The complex frequency-domain counterpart of Equation (28.6-3) follows from Equation
(28.4-7) as
~3Anth

(28.6-4)
~OAntB

In Equations (28.6-3) and (28.6-4), the terms containing the source densities of electric surface
current (i.e. Er, m,pl~rnnp) are representative for the action of the antenna as a (surface distributed)
electric current transmitting antenna, while the terms containing the source densities of
magnetic surface current (i.e. -~,n,rl~nEr) are representative for the action of the antenna as a
(surface distributed) magnetic current transmitting antenna. Furthermore, the terms containing
the tangential electric field strength quantify the sensitivity of the antenna as a (surface
distributed) electric field receiving antenna, while the terms containing the tangential magnetic
field strength quantify the sensitivity of the antenna as a (surface distributed) magnetic field
receiving antenna. From Equations (28.6-3) and (28.6-4) it is concluded that a surface
distributed electric current antenna only senses the electric field, while a surface distributed
magnetic current antenna only senses the magnetic field. The reciprocity relations imply that
the different sensitivities are related (viz. through Equations (28.6-3) and (28.6-4)).
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Exercises
Exercise 28.6-1

Use Equation (28.2-7) to derive the time-domain transmission/reception reciprocity theorem
for a pair of antennas A and B if Antenna A is a volume action antenna and Antenna B is a
surface action antenna. (Note the orientation of the unit vector r,m along the normal on ~AntB.)
Answer:

(28.6-5)
x~OAnta

Exercise 28.6-2

Use Equation (28.4-7) to derive the complex frequency-domain transmission/reception reciprocity theorem for a pair of antennas A and B if Antenna A is a volume action antenna and
Antenna B is a surface action antenna. (Note the orientation of the unit vector Vrn along the
normal on ~AntB.)
Answer:

(28.6-6)
x~3AntB

Exercise 28,6-3

If in the interior of AntA and AntB the electromagnetic field quantities would be set equal to
zero and these wave-field quantities would on 3AntA and OAnta jump to their respective
boundary values, the jumps would, on account of Equations (28.1-1)-(28.1-4), give rise to
surface electric current densities with equivalent volume densities
jt,B = gk, m,pvmH~)A,B
(~AntA,B(x)

and surface magnetic current densities with equivalent volume densities
A,B
¯
/~A,B =-~j,n,rVnE~ t~OAntA,a(X) ,

where 6s(x) is the surface Dirac delta distribution operative on the surface S. Show, by taking
the time convolution of the inner products of j~A,B with EgB’A and of/QA,B with HjB’A, that in
this physical picture Equation (28.6-3) is compatible with Equation (28.6-1).
Exercise 28,6-4
Show, in a manner similar to Exercise 28.6-3, that Equation (28.6-4) is compatible with
Equation (28.6-2).
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28°7 Transmission/reception reciproci~ properties of a single
electromagnetic antenna
To analyse the transmission/reception reciprocity properties of a single antenna, we consider
the fundamental configuration of a single antenna surrounded by an arbitrarily inhomogeneous
and anisotropic medium. The configuration occupies the entire three-dimensional space 9L3.
The antenna occupies the bounded domain Ant, with boundary surface 3Ant and unit vector
along the normal ~’m oriented away from Ant (Figure 28.7-1).
The domain exterior to Antt~Ant is denoted by Ant’. As to the boundary conditions across
interfaces between parts of the configuration with different electromagnetic medium properties
and the boundary conditions at the boundary surfaces of electromagnetically impenetrable
objects, the provisions necessary for the global reciprocity theorems to hold are made. The
standard limiting procedure of Section 28.1 for the handling of an unbounded domain applies.
Since transmission and reception are both causal phenomena, the transmission/reception
reciprocity properties are based on the reciprocity theorems (28.2-7) and (28.4-7) of the time
convolution type in which theorems causality is preserved.

Volume action antenna
If Ant is a volume action antenna, its action in the transmitting mode is accounted for by
prescribed values of the volume source densities of electric and magnetic current, whose support
is the domain occupied by the antenna, while in the receiving mode it is sensitive to the electric
and magnetic field strengths over the domain it occupies. To investigate the transmission/

28.7- | Configuration for the transmission/reception reciprocity properties of a single electromagnetic
antenna Ant.
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reception reciprocity properties of a single antenna of this kind, state A is taken to be the causal
state associated with the wave field {ErT,HT} generated by the prescribed volume source
densities { j~T,!~T } whose support is Ant. This state is denoted as the transmitting state and will
be denoted by the superscript T. Next, state B is taken to be the causal state associated with the
wave field that is generated by unspecified sources located in the domain Ant’ exterior to the
antenna. In the surrounding medium these sources would generate an incident wave field
{Eir,Hip} if the antenna were not activated. The total wave field {ErR,HpR} in the presence of
the antenna is then the superposition of the incident wave field and the scattered wave field
{ErS,H/~ }, i.e.
{ErR,H~R} = {El~ + ErS,H~ + H;} .
(28.7-1)
The relevant state is denoted as the receiving state and will be denoted by the superscript R.
Note that in the receiving state the domain Ant occupied by the antenna is source-free and that
the scattered wave field in this state is source-free in the domain Ant’ exterior to the domain
occupied by the antenna. Application of the time-domain reciprocity theorem of the timeconvolution type, Equation (28.2-7), to the transmitted and the scattered wave fields and to the
domain Ant’ exterior to the transducer yields, assuming the medium to be self-adjoint,
Ts

8rn,r,p f 1)m [Ct(Er ,n~ ;x,t)- Ct(E~,n Tp ;x,t)] dA =0.

(28.7-2)

,/xc-~Ant

Here, we have used the property that the total wave field in the transmitting state and the
scattered wave field in the receiving state are both source-free in the domain Ant’ exterior to
the transducer and causally related to the action of (primary or secondary) source distributions
with the domain Ant occupied by the antenna as their supports, on account of which both the
volume integral over the domain exterior to the antenna and the surface integral over the outer
boundary of the domain of application of Equation (28.2-7) vanish. Using Equation (28.7-1),
it follows from Equation (28.7-2) that

Ti
_
-- Em,r,p f 12m [CI(Ep ,H; ;x,t) - CI(E ip,HrT;x,I)]dA ’
~ x~Ant

(28.7-3)

Next, Equation (28.2-7) is applied to the total wave fields in the transmitting and the receiving
states and to the domain Ant occupied by the antenna. This yields, again assuming the medium
to be self-adjoint,
~m,r,p ~xc_x3AnPtm [Ct(E Tp ,HrR;X,t) - Ct(EpR,HrT;x,t)] dA

(28.7-4)
Combining Equations (28.7-3) and (28.7-4), and using the continuity of the tangential
components of the electric and the magnetic field strengths across 3Ant in both states, we arrive
at
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xc-OAnt

(28.7-5)
,t x~_Ant

The complex frequency-domain counterpart of Equation (28.7-5) follows, in a similar manner,
from Equation (28.4-7) as
r
~’m,r,p~ l~m[~T
xc-OAnt

^i

^T

(X,s)H~(x,s)Er(X,s)Hp (x,s)] dA
"i
(28.7-6)

x~_Ant

In view of what has been found in Section 28.6, the right-hand sides of Equations (28.7-5) and
(28.7-6) are representative for the sensitivity of the antenna to a received electromagnetic field
generated elsewhere in the domain exterior to the antenna. The left-hand sides express that the
antenna can, in the receiving state, be conceived as to be excited, across its boundary surface,
by the incident wave field. Equations (28.7-5) and (28.7-6) relate these two aspects quantitatively.

Surface action antenna
If Ant is a surface action antenna, its action in the transmitting mode is accounted for by
prescribed values of the tangential components of the electric and the magnetic field strength
at its boundary surface, while in the receiving mode it is sensitive to the tangential components
of the electric field strength and the magnetic field strength at that surface. This description of
the action of the antenna is employed for the typical "aperture antennas" used in radar
applications. To investigate the transmission/reception reciprocity properties of a single antenna
of this kind, state A is, as above, taken to be the causal state associated with the wave field
{ErT,HT} generated by the prescribed surface source densities of electric current (i.e.
er, m,pl~mHT) and of magnetic current (i.e. -t~j,n,rgnET), whose support is ~Ant. This state is
denoted as the transmitting state and will be denoted by the superscript T. Next, state B is taken
to be the causal state associated with the wave field that is generated by unspecified sources
located in the domain Ant’ exterior to the antenna. In the surrounding medium these sources
would generate an incident wavefield { E~,Hip } if the antenna were not activated. The total wave
field {ErR,Hp~} in the presence of the antenna is again the superposition of the incident wave
field and the scattered wavefield {ErS,H~}, i.e.
{ErR,H~} = (Eir + ErS,Hip + H;) .

(28.7-7)

The relevant state is denoted as the receiving state and will be denoted by the superscript R.
Note that in the receiving state the scattered wave field is source-free in the domain Ant’ exterior
to the domain occupied by the antenna. Application of the time-domain reciprocity theorem of
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the time convolution type, Equation (28.2-7), to the transmitted and the scattered wave fields
and to the domain Ant’ exterior to the antenna yields, assuming the medium to be self-adjoint,

-

Em,r,pI l~ ra [Ct(EJ,H;;x,t)
xc-0Ant

sT

;x,t)] = 0.

(28.7-8)

Next, using Equation (28.7-7), it follows that
d xc-0Ant
i T ;x,t)] dA.
= ~,m,r,p ~x i~rn [Ct<ErT,Hip;X,t)
- Ct(Er,H
p

(28.7-9)

~0Ant

The complex frequency-domain counterpart of Equation (28.7-9) follows, in a similar manner,
from Equation (28.4-7) as
W’m’r’P fxc--0An? {!~7(X’s)/~PR(x’S)- ~?(X’s)/r-~/(X’$)} dA

= ~’m,r,p

f

"i
^T
~’rn [Er (x,s)n~(x,s)
x~0Ant

^i

^T

(28.7-10)

In view of what has been found in Section 28.6, the left-hand sides of Equations (28.7-9) and
(28.7-10) are representative for the sensitivity of the antenna to a received electromagnetic field
generated elsewhere in the domain exterior to the antenna. The right-hand sides express that
the antenna can, in the receiving state, be conceived as to be excited, across its boundary surface,
by the incident wave field. Equations (28.7-9) and (28.7-10) relate these two aspects
quantitatively.

28.8 The direct (forward) source problem. Point-source solutions and
Green’s functions
In the direct (or forward) source problem we want to express the electromagnetic field quantities
in a configuration with given electromagnetic properties in terms of the source distributions
that generate the wave field. The domain in which expressions for the generated electromagnetic
wave field {ErT,HpT} - {Er’r,HT}(x,t) are to be found is in general the entire three-dimensional
space R3. The standardprovisions of Section 28.1 for the handling of an unbounded domain
are made. Since {ErT,H~,.} is a physical wave field, it satisfies the condition of causality. The
source distributions {J~,KjT} = {J~,KjT}(x,t) that generate the wave field, have the bounded
support a9T (Figure 28.8-1).
The electromagnetic properties of the medium present in the configuration are characterised
by the relaxation functions { %r,~j,p } = { %r,/Uj,p } (x,t), which are causal functions of time. The
case of an instantaneously reacting medium easily follows from the more general case of a
medium with relaxation.
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Time-domain analysis
For the time-domain analysis of the problem the global reciprocity theorem of the timeconvolution type, Equation (28.2-7), is taken as the point of departure. In it, state A is taken to
be the generated electromagnetic wave field under consideration, i.e.
= {jkT,/~T}(x,t)
jak, K
j Ja,

forxe~DT,

A A = { ~k,r,/-tj,p}(X,t)
{ ~k,r,!-Zj,p}

for x~X.3 .

(28.8-2)

and
(28.8-3)
Next, state B is chosen such that the application of Equation (28.2-7) to the domain ~9 leads to
the values of {ErT,HT} at some arbitrary point x’~X.3. Inspection of the right-hand side of
Equation (28.2-7) reveals that this is accomplished if we take for the source distributions of
state B a point source of electric current atx’ in case we want an expression for the electric field
strength at x’ and a point source of magnetic current at x’ in case we want an expression for the
magnetic field strength atx’, while the medium in state B must be taken to be adjoint to the one
in state A, i.e.
B~
{~B,
r,k/Up,j~ = { e~.,r,/Uj,p}(X,t) for xe~.3.
(28.8-4)

28.8- | Configuration for the direct (forward) source problem. ~Dar is the bounded support of the source
distributions. The configuration occupies the entire
~ ;3S(O,A) is the bounding sphere that recedes to infinity.
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Furthermore, if in the configuration electromagnetically impenetrable objects are present, the
electromagnetic field in state B must satisfy on the boundaries of these electromagnetically
impenetrable objects the same boundary conditions as in state A, while the electromagnetic
field in state B must be causally related to the action of its (point) sources. The two choices for
the source distributions will be discussed separately below.
First, we choose
(28.8-5)
JrB = arO(X - x; t) and K~ = 0,
where 6(x - x; t) represents the four-dimensional unit impulse (Dirac distribution) operative at
the point x = x’ and at the instant t = 0, while ar is an arbitrary constant vector. The
electromagnetic field causally radiated by this source is denoted as
{E~k,j}
H13={Eff;13,HjS;13}(x,x’,t) ,
(28.8-6)
where the first spatial argument indicates the position of the field point and the second spatial
argument indicates the position of the source point. Now, Equation (28.2-7) is applied to ~3.
The standard provisions of Section 28.1 for the handling of an unbounded domain yield

--- "m,r,p f
(o~)

~’m.__
[Ct(ET,HJp;B;X,X~, -t) t~ttr~
" .~,’Br’. T
,rip
,

;x,x, t)] dA~0

as A---~oo.

(28.8-7)

Furthermore, in view of Equation (28.8-5) and the properties of 6(x- x,t),’
f x~ ICt(JrB,ErA;x,,) - Ct(KpB,HpA;x,t)] dV

=[ Ct(ard(X-x:t),ET;x,t) dV=arET(x:t) .

(28.8-8)

Since, further, the sources have the support DT,
~x~ [Ct(Jt,EkB;x,t) - C,(i~A,/-~B;x,t)] dg

=--~r[’L [C,(J/~ ,E/~T J;B;x,X,t), - Ct(KjT,HjJ;B;x,x:t)]dV.

(28.8-9)

Collecting the results, we arrive at
J;B T

,

arErT(x’t) = I [Ct(E/~
,Jl~ ;x,x,t)- Ct(H/"B,K~;x,x;t)] dV for x’~3, (28.8-10)
r
J x~D

where, in the right-hand side, we have used the symmetry of the convolution in its functional
arguments. From Equation (28.8-10) a representation for ErT(x’,t) is obtained by taking into
ac count that E~JB; and/_/j.y;~3 are linearly related to ar. The latter relationship is expressed by
,
, .-. EJ;B .-. HJ;B, . ,
{Eft;B,njJ
;B}(x,X,t) = fork,r ,uj,r ~tx, x,t)ar.
(28.8-11)
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Since, however, for the right-hand side the reciprocity relations (see Exercises 28.8-1 and

28.8-3)
.-, EJ’B .-, HJ’B.

,

EJ

EK

~

{Ok, r’ ,tij,r ’ l(X,X,t) = {Gr,k,-Gr,j }(x,x,t)
(28.8-12)
hold, Equation (28.8-10) leads, with Equations (28.8-11) and (28.8-12), and invoking the
condition that the resulting equation has to hold for arbitrary values of at, to the final result
ErT(X’,t) = [ [Ct(Gr~J,V;x:x,t) + Ct(GrSK, KjT;x:x,t)] dV forx’+9~3. (28.8-13)
d xe9r

Equation (28.8-13) expresses the electric field strength ErT of the generated electromagnetic
field at x’ as the superposition of the contributions from the elementary distributed sources
J~ dV and/~T dV at x. The intervening kernel functions are the electric-field/electric-current
Green’s function Gr~J = GrE.kJ(x~,X,t) and the electric-field/magnetic-current Green’s function
GrE, J~= GrE, J~(x;x,t). ~rhese ~reen’s functions are the electric field strength atx’, radiated in the
actual medium with constitutive parameters { ek, r,#j,p} = { ek, r,#j,p} (x,t), by a point source of
electric current at x and a point source of magnetic current at x, respectively.
Secondly, we choose
J?=O and KpB=bpd(X-X;t),

(28.8-14)

where bp is an arbitrary constant vector. The electromagnetic field causally radiated by this
source is denoted as
+EK;B,HK:B~(xx
{E~3,/-/j=B}
, k j’ ,~., ~,
t) ,
(28.8-15)
where the first spatial argument indicates the position of the field point and the second spatial
argument indicates the position of the source point. Now, Equation (28.2-7) is applied to ~3.
The standard provisions of Section 28.1 for the handling of an unbounded domain yield

as A~,.

(28.8-16)

Furthermore, in view of Equation (28.8-14) and the properties of 6(x -x;t),
Ix~ [Ct(J?,ErA;x,t) - Ct(KpB,HpA;x,t)] dV
= - f x~.3Ct(bpt~(x - x; t),HpT;x,t) dV = -bpHpT (x: t).

(28.8-17)

Since, further, the sources have the support ~9T,
Ixe [Ct(Jt,E~;x,t) - Ct(KjA,HjB;x,t)]dV

d xe~Dr

(28.8-18)
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Collecting the results, we arrive at

for X’~R3 ,

(28.8-19)

where, in the fight-hand side, we have used the symmetry of the convolution in its functional
arguments. From Equation (28.8-19) a representation for H.T(x’,t) is obtained by taking into
account that E~K’B and/_~K;B are linearly related to bp. The latter relationship is expressed by

(28.8-20)

= tU~,p ,Uj,p itx, x,t)bp.

Since, however, for the fight-hand side the reciprocity relations (see Exercises 28.8-2 and
28.8-4)
.-,EK;B ~HK;B,. , " t ~HJ ~HK~
I.rk,p ,t_rj,p I(X,X,t) = t-t.rp,k,t.rp,j I(Xt, X,t)

(28.8-21)

hold, Equation (28.8-19) leads with Equations (28.8-20) and (28.8-21), and invoking the
condition the resulting equation has to hold for arbitrary values of bp, to the final result
HT(x;t)-- f

HJ T
,
HK T ,
[ct(aA,k,J
~ ;x,x,t) -I" ct(a~,j ,/Q ;X,X,t)]

dV

for x’~R3. (28.8-22)

Equation (28.8-22) expresses the magnetic field strength H7 of the generated electromagnetic
field at x’ as the superposition of the contributions from the elementary distributed sources
p
j~T dV and/~T dV at x. The intervening kernel functions are G, HJ
k =G, r,kHJ
(x,x,t),
the magnettc-,
,
HK
HK r’t
field/electric-current source Green s function and G~,j =G~,j (x,x,t), the magnetic-field/magnetic-current source Green’s function. These Green’s functions are the magnetic field strength
at x’, radiated in the actual medium with constitutive parameters { el~,r,ktj,p } = { ek, r,lZj,p } (x,t),
by a point source of electric current atx and a point source of magnetic current atx, respectively.

Complex frequency-domain analysis
For the complex frequency-domain analysis of the problem the complex frequency-domain
global reciprocity theorem of the time convolution type, Equation (28.4-7), is taken as the point
of departure. In it, state A is taken to be the generated electromagnetic field under consideration,
i.e.
for x~R3,
(28.8-23)
"T ^T
{.~ A/~.A,
j

for x~DT,

(28.8-24)

and
^A ^A
{ r]k,r,~j,p} = { Ok, r,~j,p}(X,s) for

x~3.

(2S.S-25)

Next, state B is chosen such that the application of Equation (28.4-7) to the entire ~3 leads to
the values of {!~rT,/~7} at some arbitrary point x’~3. Inspection of the fight-hand side of
Equation (28.4-7) reveals that this is accomplished if we take for the source distributions of
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state B a point source of electric current at x’ in case we want an expression for the electric field
strength at x’ and a point source of magnetic current at x’ in case we want an expression for the
magnetic field strength atx’, while the medium in state B must be taken to be adjoint to the one
in state A, i.e.
{ ^B
rir,"B
k,~,,j} = { Ok, r,~j,p}(x,s) for xsR3.
(28,8-26)
Furthermore, if in the configuration electromagnetically impenetrable objects are present, the
electromagnetic field in state B must satisfy on the boundaries of these objects the same
boundary conditions as in state A, while the electromagnetic field in state B must be causally
related to the action of its (point) sources. The two choices for the source distributions will be
discussed separately below.
First, we choose
(28.8-27)
¯ ~rB : ar(S)6(x- x’) and ~? : 0,
where 6(x - x’) represents the three-dimensional unit impulse (Dirac distribution) operative at
the point x = x’, while t7r = ~r(S) is an arbitrary vector function of s. The electromagnetic field
causally radiated by this source is denoted as
(28.8-28)

where the first spatial argument indicates the position of the field point and the second spatial
argument indicates the position of the source point. Now, Equation (28.4-7) is applied to R3.
The standard provisions of Section 28.1 for the handling of an unbounded domain yield

f

^ T ^ J’B , E (x,x,s)Hp (x,s)] dA--)O

r (x,x,s) - ^
= em,r,p jx~_~S(O,A) Pm[Er_ (x,s)Hf~’

J;B , " T

as A----~oo.

(28.8-29)

Furthermore, in view of Equation (28.8-27) and the properties of 6(x - x’),
ax~
(28.8-30)
Since, fugher, ~e sources have ~e suppoa ~

(28.8-31)
Collecting the results, we arrive at
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(28.8-32)
From Equation (28.8-32) a representation for ~,rT(x’, s) is obtained by taking into account that
!~r;B and/~jJ;B are linearly related to fir(S). The latter relationship is expressed by
.~ EJ;B ~. HJ;B .. ,
{~;B,[2IjJ;B}(x,Xt, s) = {Crk,r ,trj,r JtX,X,S)~r(S).

(28.8-33)

Since, however, for the right-hand side the reciprocity relations (see Exercises 28.8-5 and
28.8-7)
..~EJ;B .~,~ HJ;B,. , , ..~ EJ ..~,~ EK, . , ,
{~rk,r ,~-rj,r Jtx,x,s) = {I Jr,k ,--I-rr,j JtX,X,S)

(28.8-34)

hold, Equation (28.8-32) leads, with Equations (28.8-33) and (28.8-34), and invoking the
condition that the resulting equation has to hold for arbitrary values of Err(S), to the final result
xE~Dr

Equation (28.8-35) expresses the electric field strength !~rT of the generated electromagnetic
field at x’ as the superposition of the contributions from the elementary distributed sources
^ dV
^ and ~? dV at x. The~intervening
EJ_ ~rE, kJ(x~,X,S),
the electric]~T
kernel functions
are r,/~ field/electric-current source Green’s function, and the electric-field/magnetic-current source
Green’s function ~r5g = ~DK(x; x,s). These Green’s functions are the electric field strength at
,
x’, radiated in the actual medium with constitutive parameters { Ok, r,~j,p} -" { Ok, r,~j,p}(X,S)by
a point source of electric current at x and a point source of magnetic current at x, respectively.
Secondly, we choose
JrB = 0 and ~B = ~p(s)d(x- x’),

(28.8-36)

where/~p = ~p(s) is an arbitrary vector function of s. The electromagnetic field causally radiated
by this source is denoted as
k,7}=

,

(28.8-37)

where the first spatial argument indicates the position of the field point and the second spatial
argument indicates the position of the source point. Now, Equation (28.4-7) is applied to IL3.
The standard provisions of Section 28.1 for the handling of an unbounded domain yield
~m,r,p ~x ~m [~? (x’s)[21pB (x’s) - ~? (x’s)[21b(x’s) I dA

~(o~)
= ~m,r,p ~x

~s(o~)
as A---~,.

(28.8-38)
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Furthermore, in view of Equation (28.8-36) and the properties of 5(x - x’),

(28.8-39)
Since, further, the sources have the support ~DT,

(28.8-40)

Collecting the results, we arrive at

for x’~3

(28.8-41)

From Equation (28.8-41) a representation for I?-17(x’,s) is obtained by taking into,account that
!~K;B and/~jK;B are linearly related to/~p(s). The latter relationship is expressed by
~K:B
, ~ K:B
, ](x,x’,s)= r~EK;B ~HK;B
,crj,p(X,X’,S)~)p(S)
}

k

.

(28.8-42)

Since, however, for the right-hand side the reciprocity relations (see Exercises 28.8-6 and
28.8-8)
{,.~ EK;B
~ HK;B ~,tx,
~ ,x,s)" HJ
HK ~
,,_,j,p
= "}(x,x,s)

(28.8-43)

hold, Equation (28.8-41) leads, with Equations (28.8-42) and (28.8-~43), and invoking the
condition that the resulting equation has to hold for arbitrary values of bp(s), to the final result
[-ITp(x"s) fx ^HJ , AT

^nK , ^ T

forx’~Z3. (28.8-44)

~DT

Equation (28.8-44) expresses the magnetic field strength ~7 of the generated electromagnetic
field at x’ as the superposition of the contributions from the elementary distributed sources
^
^HJ ~
JkT dV and ~jT dV at x. The intervening kernel functions are G~,k -G~,AHj_
magnetick (x,x,s), the
field/electric-current source Green’s function, and the magnetic-field/magnetic-current source
Green’s function ~pH, jK = ~p,j.H~K(X’ X~ , ,s~,. These Green’s functions are the m~agnetic field^ strength
at x’, radiated in the actual medium with constitutive parameters { Ok, r,~j,p} -" { Ok, r,~j,p}(’r’,s),
by a point source of electric current atx and a point source of magnetic current atx, respectively.
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Exercises
Exercise 28.8-1

Let {ErA,H:} = {ErA,H:}(X,X;t) be the electromagnetic field atx that is causally radiated by
the point source at x’ with volume source density {j~A,/~A} = {a~Ar(x -X’,t),0} and let
{E~,/-~B} = {E~,l~B}(x,x’;t) be the electromagnetic field atx that is causally radiated by the
point source at x" with volume source density { J~,K~ } = { ar~6(x - x’;t),O }, with x’ x". The
two sources radiate in adjoint media occupying the entire K3. The standard provisions given in
Section 28.1 for handling an unbounded domain are made. (a) Apply the reciprocity theorem
(Equation (28.2-7)) to K3. (b) Write
.-. HJ:A, t., A
E: = ~rr,
"-" kEJ;A,
t.,kA,
HpA = Op,k’ Ix, x, oak ,
[X,X, t)a
.~ HJ;B . tt . B
E~ = ~k,r
.~ EJ;B
. tt,..t)a
B r , HjB = ~j,r [x,x , Oar ,
[X,X
invoke the condition that the result should hold for arbitrary a~ and ar~, and show that
r,k ~,~ ,~,~,t = ~rk,r ’ ~,~,,.~
Exercise 28.8-2

Let {ErA,HpA} = {ErA,HpA}(x,x;t) be the electromagnetic field atx that is causally radiated by
the point source at x’ with volume source density {j~A,!~A} = {a~6(x -x;t),O} and let
{EkB,/-~B} = {E~,I-ljB}(x,x",t) be the electromagnetic field atx that is causally radiated by the
point source atx" with volume source density { JrB,KpB } = { 0,bpBr(x - x’;t) }, with x’ ;~ x". The
two sources radiate in adjoint media occupying the entire ~3. The standard provisions given in
Section 28.1 for handlin~ an unbounded domain are made. (a) Apply the reciprocity theorem
(Equation (28.2-7)) to ~. (b) Write
HJ;A. , .. A
, H: = tip,.-.
k Ix,x, oak ,
E~ = Gl~,:;B (x,x’; t)b~ , l-ljB = G~,pK;B (x,x", t)b~ ,
ErA=err,
~ EJ;A.
, .. A
k ~.x,x,oa
k

invoke the condition that the result should hold for arbitrary akA and bpB, and show that
GpH, kJ;A(x,t, Xt, t) = -G~,:;B (x;x#,

Exercise 28, 8-3

Let {ErA,H:} = {ErA,H:}(x,x;t) be the electromagnetic field atx that is causally radiated by
the point source at x’ with volume source density { JkA,KjA} = { 0,b?di(x - x;0 } and let
{ EkB,/-~B} = {E~,l~B}(x,x",t) be the electromagn~etic~field at~x that is causally radiated by the
point source at x" with volume source density {Jr~,K~} = {a~6(x -x’;t),0}, with x’ ;~ x". The
two sources radiate in adjoint media occupying the entire ~3. The standard provisions given in
Section 28.1 for handlin~ an unbounded domain are made. (a) Apply the reciprocity theorem
(Equation (28.2-7)) to ~°, (b) Write
E? = Cir,
.-. EK;A.
,.,, A
j [X,X, t)oj ,

= t_rk,r [x,x , t)ar ,

A

{_ip,j....
tX,X,t)l~j ,
H: .-.= HK;A

= ~rj,r [xoc , t)ar ,
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invoke the condition that the result should hold for arbitrary b? and arB, and show that
HJ;B ~ ~,, .,,
~,t .~, ..., =
Gr,EK;A
j (x ,.,.,,) -Gj,r (x,.~, u" (Note that this result is consistent with the result of Exercise
28.8-2.)
Exercise 28, 8-4

Let {ErA,HpA} = {ErA,HpA}(x,x;t) be the electromagnetic field at x that is causally radiated by
the point source at x’ with volume source density {j~A,/~A} = {O,b?6(x -x;t)} and let
{E~B,/-~B} = {E~,l-IjB}(x,x’;t) be the electromagnetic field at x that is causally radiated by the
point source atx" with volume source density { JrB,KpB} = {O,bpBr(x - x’;t) }, with x’ ~X". The
two sources radiate in adjoint media occupying the entire R3. The standard provisions given in
Section 28.1 for handlin~ an unbounded domain are made. (a) Apply the reciprocity theorem
(Equation (28.2-7)) to R~. (b) Write
.-, EK;A, , .,., A

ErA = Lrr,j

= Op,j
(X,X,, .,.
t)OjA,
Ht .-,
HK;A.

IX,X, t)oj ,

= Lrk,p (X,X ,

= Uj,p ’ !.X,X , t)Op ,

invoke the condition that the result should hold for arbitrary b? and bpB, and show that
G[~HK;A.
~~
,j tx ,x,O

= Gj,pHK;B .~. t~,,)..\

Exercise 28,8-5

Let {~rA,f-IpA} = { ~rA,I?-IpA}(x,x’,s) be the electromagnetic field at x that is causally radiated by
the point source at x’ with volume source density {JkA,~?} = {~kA(s)6(x -x’),0} and let
{/~ff,/~jB } = { !~3,/~jB }(X,X",s) be the electromagnetic field at x that is causally radiated by the
point source at x" with volume source density {jrB,/~pB} = {~-B(s)6(X --X"),0}, with x’ : x".
The two sources radiate in adj oint media occupying the entire ~. The standard provisions given
in Section 28.1 for handling an unbounded domain are made. (a) Apply the reciprocity theorem
(Equation (28.4-7)) to the entire 9L3. (b) Write
,,~EJ;A. , .^A. ,
ErA = t_rr,k IX,X, s)ak (s),

:

^

Ht = ~ brp,
HJ;A.
, . ^ A.
k Ix,x,s)ak

=

(s),

invoke the condition that the result should hold for arbitrary ~n(s) and ~rB(s), and show that

~ EJ;A.
tX ~ ~ ~=

^’

Exercise 28,8-6

Let {!~rA,/~t} = {~rA,t?tpA}(x,X;s) be the electromagnetic field atx that is causally radiated by
the point source at x’ with volume source density {JkA,~?} = {?tkA(s)6(x - x’),0 } and let
{~,I2IjB } = {~,I?ljB }(x,x",s) be the electromagnetic field at x that is causally radiated by the
point source atx" with volume source density {jrB,~pB} = {0,b~ (s)6(x-x )}, w~thx ~ x .
The two sources radiate in adj oint media occupying the entire ~3. The standard provisions given
in Section 28.1 for handling an unbounded domain are made. (a) Apply the reciprocity theorem
(Equation (28.4-7)) to the entire 9L3. (b) Write
= t.rr,k !.X,X,, s)ak (s),

=up,~
tx,x,s)a~s),
Ht ~,
HJ;A.
, , ^ A, ,
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~k’~’B ,~, EK;B. ,1 $);’Bop (S), /-/j#’B ~ HK;B. . .;"
= t.rk,p !,X,X ,
= Uj,p tX, X ,S)t)p

invoke the condition that the result should hold for arbitrary dkA(s) and ~pB(s),and
. _t~ ~ .
~ EK’B. ~ -~
~pHJ;A
,k (X ,X,S)=-Uk,p" [,X,x ,s).

show

that

Exercise 28.8-7

Let {~rA,l?-lpA} = {~rA,I2IpA}(x,x;s) be the electromagnetic field at x that is causally radiated by
the point source at x’ with volume source density {JkA,/~iA} = {0fiA(s)~(x -x )} and let
{~,~,I21jB } = {~B,I2IjB }(x,x’;s) be the electromagnetic field a’t x that is ~ausally radiated by the
point source at x" with volume source density {.~rB,k? } = {~rB(s)~(x - X"),0}, with x’ : x".
The two sources radiate in adj oint media occupying the entire R3. The standard provisions given
in Section 28.1 for handling an unbounded domain are made. (a) Apply the reciprocity theorem
(Equation (28.4-7)) to the entire R3. (b) Write

invoke the condition that the result should hold for arbitrary ~A(s) and/~pB(s), and show that
~ E’K;A(x" X’ s) ~ HJ;B.
,, .
[x,x, ,s).(NotethatthisresultisconsistentwiththeresultofExercise
r,j ~ , , : = -t~j,r
28.8-6.)
Exercise 28.8-8

Let {!~rA,~pA} : {~rA,I21¢}(x,x;s) be the electromagnetic field atx that is causally radiated by
the point source at x’ with volume source density
’~ ~ ~k,~j =J { Of?(s)c}(x - x’) } and let
{!~B,/~jB } = {!~kB,/~ja }(x,x’;s) be the electromagnetic field at x that is causally radiated by the
point source at x" with volume source density {]r~,~ } = { O,~pB(s)r3(X - X") }, with x’ ~ x".
The two sources radiate in adjoint media occupying the entire ~3. The standard provisions given
in Section 28.1 for handling an unbounded domain are made. (a) Apply the reciprocity theorem
(Equation (28.4-7)) to the entire ~3. (b) Write

invoke the condition ~at ~e result should hold for ~bitr~ ~(s) and ~(s), and show that
~ HK;A- ,, iS) ~ HK;B. , 1, .

p,j tX ,X, = Oj,p tX,X ,S),

Exercise 28, 8-9
Give the expressions for the time-domain Green’s functions (a) GrE.kJ(X,X’, t), (b) GrE.~J(x,x’, t),
(c) GpHf(x,x;t), (d) GpH, JC(x,x;t), for a homogeneous isotropic, loss’less medium wit~ permittivity e and permeability/z that occupies the entire ~3. (Hint: Use Equations (26.4-7)-(26.4-11).)
Answers:
(a) Gr, kEJ _- _PtOtG(x,x,’ t)dr,k + e-lOrOkltG(x,x; t)
,
EK
(b) Gr, j =-er, n,j~nG(x,x’,t),
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HJ
t
(C) G~,k = ~.p,m,k~mG(x,x,t) ,

in which
G(x,x’, t) =

6(t- Ix - x’l/c)
4zrlx- x’l

for Ix - x’l ~ 0, with c = (e/t)-1/2.

Exercise 28.8-10

Give the expressions for the complex frequency-domain Green’s functions (a) ~r~J(x,x;s),
(b)Gr,^j (X,X,S),
EK , (C) G:,
^ kttJ(x,x,s),
, (d)
~ H~(Xp,jX’
~ , ,s~
,
for a homogeneous, isotropic,., medium with
transverse admittance per length ~ and longitudinal impedance per length ~, that occupies the
entire R3. (Hint: Use Equations (26.3-1)-(26.3-5).)
Answers:

in which

G(x,x;s)-exp(-~lx-x’l)
4z~lx - x’l

for Ix-x’l¢0, with~=(O~)1A.

Exercise 28.8-11
Show that Equation (28.8-35) follows from Equation (28.8-13 ) and Equation (28.8-44) from
Equation (28.8-22) by taking the Laplace transform with respect to time.

28.9 The direct (forward) scattering problem
The configuration in an electromagnetic scattering problem generally consists of a background
medium with known electromagnetic properties, occupying the entire R3 (the "embedding"),
in which, in principle, the radiation from given, arbitrarily distributed electromagnetic sources
can be calculated with the aid of the theory developed in Section 28.8. In the embedding, an
electromagnetically penetrable object of bounded support ~s (the "scatterer") is present, whose
known electromagnetic properties differ from the ones of the embedding (Figure 28~9-1).
The scatterer is electromagnetically irradiated by given sources located in the embedding,
in a subdomain outside the scatterer. The problem is to determine the total electromagnetic field
in the configuration. The standard procedure is to calculate first the so-called "incident"
electromagnetic field, i.e. the wave field that would be present in the entire configuration if the
object showed no contrast with respect to its embedding. (This can be done by employing the
representations derived in Section 28.8.) Next, the total wave field is written as the superposition
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28.9° 1 Scattering configuration with embedding R3 and scattering object

of the incident wave field and the "scattereaV’ wave field, and, through a particular reasoning,
the problem of determining the scattered wave field is reduced to calculating its equivalent
contrast source distributions, whose common support will be shown to be the domain ~Ds
occupied by the scatterer. The standard provisions of Section 28.1 for handling an unbounded
domain are made. Both the incident wave field and the scattered wave field are causally related
to the action of their respective sources.

Time-domain analysis
In the time-domain analysis of the problem, the electromagnetic properties of the embedding
are characterised by the relaxation functions {ek, r,/tj,p} = {F.k,r,~j,p}(X,t), which are causal
functions of time. The electromagnetic properties of the scatterer are characterised by the
,s ~1= { e~r,btj~p } (x,t), which are causal functions of time as well. The
relaxation functions ~ ~ES
k,r,~j,p
cases of an instantaneously reacting embedding and/or an instantaneously reacting scatterer
easily follow from the more general cases for media with relaxation. The contrast in the medium
properties only differs from zero in Ds, and hence
s

s

(28.9-1)
x~Ds’,
where Ds’ is the complement of ~Dsu39s in 9(3, i.e. the part of 9(3 that is exterior to ~Ds. The
incident wave field is denoted by
{ek,r - gk, r,tttj,p -ittj,p} = {0,0} for
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{E; ,Hi } = {E;,H~}(x,O

for x~R3 ,
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(28.9-2)

and is considered to be known. (Once its generating sources are given, the expressions of the
type derived in Section 28.8 yield the wave-field values at any x~.3 .) The total wavefield is
denoted by
{Er,Hp} = {Er,Hp}(X,t) forx~3,
(28.9-3)
and the scattered wave field by
$s

{E[,,H~} = {ErS,H;}(x,t)

for x~T.3,

(28.9-4)

Then,
{ Er,Hp}= {+EEirr s,H~
i + H;} for x~T.3.

(28.9-5)

First, we investigate the structure of the electromagnetic field equations in the domain
occupied by the scatterer. Since the sources that generate the total wave field are located in the
domain exterior to the scatterer, the total wave field is source-free in Ds, and hence
s
(28.9-6)
-£k,m,p~mnp + ~tCt(ek, r,Er;X,t) = 0 for x~Ds,
~,n,r~nEr + ~tCt(lZj~p,ap;X,~) = 0

for x~Ds.

(28.9-7)

Since the sources that generate the total wave field would also generate the incident wave field,
also this part of the wave field is source-free in ~s, and hence
i
-£k,m,p3mHip + ~tCt(~k,r,E~ ;x,t) = 0 for x~9s,
(28.9-8)
i
~,n,r~nE~1 + OtCt(ktj,p,n~;x,t) = 0 for x~)s.

(28.9-9)

In view of Equation (28.9-5), Equations (28.9-6)-(28.9-9) lead to equations with the scattered
wave field on the left-hand side that can, alternatively, be written as
s
ek, r,Er ;x,t)
s
for x~¢),
(28.9-10)
_~k, rn,p~mn~ + ~tCt(~r,ErS;x,t) = _~tCt(~r_ i
ss
~,n,r~nErs + ~tCt(!Zj,p,n~ ;x,t) = -~tCt(lij~p- ktj,p,n;;x,t)

for x~g),s

(28.9-11)

or as

-Ek, tn,p~mn; + ~tCt(~k,r,ErS;x,t) = -OtCt(g~r- ~k,r,Er;X,t)
~,n,r~nE~ + ~tCt(itZj,p,n; ;x,t) = -OtCt(fltjTp - j2j,p,np;x,O

for x~g)s,

(28.9-12)

x~s.

(28.9-13)

for

Equations (28.9-10) and (28.9-11) express that the scattered wave field in ~s can be envisaged
as to be excited through both the presence of a contrast in the medium properties and the
presence of an incident wave field. If either of the two is absent, the scattered wave field
vanishes in ~s. This system of equations customarily serves as the starting point for the
wave-field computation via a numerical discretisation procedure applied to the pertaining
differential equations (finite-difference or finite-element techniques).
Equations (28.9-12) and (28.9-13) express that the scattered wave field can be envisaged as
to be generated by contrast sources (with support ~Ds) radiating into the embedding. This system
of equations customarily serves as the starting point for the wave-field computation via an
integral equation approach. This aspect, for which we also need the electromagnetic field
equations that govern the wave field in ~9s’, will be further discussed below. Now, in ~Ds’ the
scattered wave field is source-free since the (actual) total wave field and the (calculated)
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incident wave field are assumed to be generated by the same source distributions. Consequently
(note that in ~Ds’ the medium parameters are the ones of the embedding),
-~k,m,p~mH; + Ct(~k,r,ErS;x,t) = 0

for x~Ds’,

(28.9-14)

Sp

ej, n,rOnErs + Ct(t~j,p,H~ ;x,t) = 0 for x~D .
(28.9-15)
Equations (28.9-12) and (28.9-13), and (28.9-14) and (28.9-15) can be combined to
S

S

S

t

for x~{~D ,~s},

-~.k, rn,pOmH; + Ct(ek, r,E~. ;x,t) = -{ J~,0 }

s
~,n,rOnErs + CtQzj,p,n~ ;x,t) = -{/~s,0 }

s s’ ,~9 },
forx~{9

(28.9-16)
(28.9-17)

where
J~ = ~tCt(ekS, r - ek, r,Er;X,l)

for x~Ds

(28.9-18)

is the equivalent contrast volume source density of electric.current and
Kjs = ~tCt(~j~p - ~tj,p,np;~,t) for

x~Ds

(28.9-19)
is the equivalent contrast volume source density of magnetic current. If the contrast volume
source densities J~ and/~s were known, Equations (28.9-16) and (28.9-17) would constitute a
direct (forward) source problem in the embedding of the type discussed in Section 28.8. As yet,
however, these contrast volume source densities are unknown.
To construct a system of equations from which the scattering problem can be solved, we
employ the source type integral representations for the scattered wave field (see Equations
(28.8-13) and (28.8-22)), viz.
St f x EJ s , ct(arE, jK, KjS;xp, x,t)] dV for x,~R3,
E~(x,t) = [Ct(Gr,k,J£;x,x,t) +
(28.9-20)
H~(x;t) = f x

~Ds

HJ s p

HK s

[Ct(G~,~,Jl~;x,x,t) + Ct(G~,j ,Kj ;x,:C,t)] dV for x’~R3, (28.9-21)

in which the Green’s functions apply to a medium with the same electromagnetic properties as
the embedding. Writing Equations (28.9-18) and (28.9-19) with the aid of Equation (28.9-5) as
J~ -- ~tCt(~kS, ~
r ~k,r,Eir + ErS ;x,t)
s

KjS = 3tCt(/uj,sp -~j,p,Hip + H~ ;x,t)

for

x~Ds,

(28.9-22)
s

for x~D,
(28.9-23)
s,
and invoking Equations (28.9-20) and (28.9-21 ) for x’~ ~D a system of integral equations result
from which J/~ and !~s can be solved. Once these quantities have been determined, the scattered
wave field can be calculated in the entire configuration by reusing Equations (28.9-20) and
(28.9-21) for all x~3, and since the incident wave field was presumably known already, the
total wave field follows.
Except for some simple geometries, where analytic methods can be employed, the integral
equations for the scattering of electromagnetic waves have to be solved with the aid of numerical
methods. The circumstance that the Green’s tensors are singular when x’ = x presents
difficulties, in the sense that in the neighbourhood ofx’ the integrations with respect to x cannot
be evaluated by a simple numerical formula (such as the tetrahedral formula, which is the
three-dimensional equivalent of the one-dimensional trapezoidal formula), but have to be
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evaluated by a limiting analytic procedure. For the rest, the application of numerical methods
to the relevant integral equations presents no essential difficulties.

Complex frequency-domain analysis
In the complex frequency-domain analysis of the problem, the ele~ctromagnetic~properties of
the embedding medium are characterised by the functions {~kr,~" } = {~k,r,~j }(X,S) The
’ J’P
’P s ’- =
electro^magnetic properties of the scatterer are characterised by the functions {~,r,~j~p}
S
{ AS
~]k,r,~j,p)(X,S).
The contrast in medium properties only differs from zero in Ds, and hence
= {0,0} for x~9s’,
(28.9-24)
where ~Ds’ is the complement of ~Ds~3~Ds in R3, i.e. the part of R3 that is exterior to ~Ds. The
incident wavefield is denoted by
~Tlqr,~j,p{~Tk,
.,s r- ^
AS ~j ,p}

^i ^i
"i hi
forx~!PL3,
{Er,H~} = { Nr ,/-/i } (x,s)
(28.9-25)
and is considered to be known. (Once its generating sources are given, the expressions of the
type derived in Section 28.8 yield the wave-field values at any x~3.) The total wavefield is
denoted by
{ Er,n } : { nr,E ]
for xe~v3,
(28.9-26)
p

p

and the scattered wave field by
AS ^S

^S

for x~v3.

{ Er ,Hi } -" { Er ,H~ }

(28.9-27)

Then,
{~r,I?ip}= {~,1~

+ Er^ S,H~^ i +/_);} for x~v3.

(28.9-28)

First, we investigate the structure of the complex frequency-domain electromagnetic field
equations in the domain ~Ds occupied by the scatterer. Since the sources that generate the total
wave field are located in the domain exterior to the scatterer, the total wave field is source-free
in ~Ds, and hence
^
AS
for x~ ~Os,
(28.9- 29)
-Ek, m,pOmHp + rlk, rE = 0
r

^S

~j,n,rOnl~r + ~j,’pHp = 0

for x~ ~Ds.

(28.9-30)

Since the sources that generate the total wave field would also generate the incident wave field,
also this part of the wave field is source-free in ~Ds, and hence
-gk, m,pOmfflip + r]k, rEr = 0 for x~ff)s,

(28.9-31)

~j,n,rOnl~1 + ~j,pH/) = 0 for x~s.

(28.9-32)

In view of Equation (28.9-28), Equations (28.9-29)-(28.9-32) lead to equations with the
scattered wave field on the left-hand side that can, alternatively, be written as
^s "s
^s
^ ^i
-~k,m,p~mffI; ÷ rlk, rEr = -(rlk, r - r]k,r)Er
^
AS ^S
hi
gj, n,rOnErs + ~j,’F[-t~ =-(
~Sj,p
-- ~j,p)H~
"

s

for x~D,
S

for x~),

(28.9-33)
(28.9-34)
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or as

for x~Ds,

(28.9-35)

for x~ a9s.

(28.9-36)
s
Equations (28.9-33) and (28.9-34) express that the scattered wave field in ~D can be envisaged
as to be excited through both the presence of a contrast in the medium properties and the
presence of an incident wave field. If either of the two is absent, the scattered wave field
vanishes in Ds. This system of equations customarily serves as the starting point for the
wave-field computation via a numerical discretisation procedure applied to the pertaining
differential equations (finite-difference or finite-element techniques).
Equations (28.9-35) and (28.9-36) express that the scattered wave field can be envisaged as
to be generated by contrast sources (with support O9s) radiating into the embedding. This system
of equations customarily serves as the starting point for the wave-field computation via an
integral equation approach. This aspect, for which we also need the electromagnetic field
equations that govern the wave field in 9s’, will be further discussed below. Now, in 09s’ the
scattered wave field is source-free since the (actual) total wave field and the (calculated)
incident wave field are assumed to be generated by the same source distributions. Consequently
(note that in ~9s’ the medium parameters are the ones of the embedding),
~

for x~s,

^A

-t+k,m,p~m[?t; + r]k, SrEr -- 0
^ "~ S
~,n,rbnEr^s + ~j,pH/,
=0

(28.9-37)

¯

for x~Ds.

(28.9-38)

Equations (28.9-35) and (28.9-36), and (28.9-37) and (28.9-38), can be combined to

s+

--t~k,m,p~m[~l; -l- ~]k, rEr =

for x~{~D ,~D },

~,n,rOnErs + ~j,pH/+ =_{~;js ,0}
^

^

"+’S

¯

for x~{~Ds,09s}.

(28.9-39)
(28.9-40)

where
¯ ~ "" ( ~kS, r - ~k,r)~r for x+~Ds

(28.9-41)

is the equivalent contrast volume source density of electric current and
j~js= (~j,Sp _ ~j,p)[?tp for X~Ds

(28.9-42)

is the equivalent contrast volume source density of magnetic current. If the contrast volume
source densities J/~ and 2~js were known, Equations (28.9-39) and (28.9-40) would constitute
a direct (forward) source problem in the embedding of the type discussed in Section 28.8. As
yet, however, these contrast volume source densities are unknown.
To construct a system of equations from which the scattering problem can be solved, we
employ the source type integral representations for the scattered wave field (see Equations
(28.8-35) and (28.8-44)), viz.
AS ’ = i
Er(x,s)

^s~

I

^ EJ ,

AS

^ EK ,

"s

^ HJ ,

AS

^ HK ,

^s

[Gr, k (X,X,S)J£(x,s) + G;,j (x,x,s)Kj (x,s)] dV forx’~R3, (28.9-43)
for x’+~.3, (28.9-44)
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in which the Green’s functions apply to a medium with the same electromagnetic properties as
the embedding. Writing Equations (28.9-41) and (28.9-42) with the aid of Equation (28.9-28)
as

for x~ ~Ds,
for x~ ~Ds,

(28.9-45)
(28.9 -46)

and invoking Equations (28.9-43) and (28.9-44) for x’~ ~Ds, a system of integral equations result
from which J/~ and i~js can be solved. Once these quantities have been determined, the
scattered wave field can be calculated in the entire configuration by reusing Equations (28.9-43)
and (28.9-44) for all x~L3, and since the incident wave field was presumably known already,
the total wave field follows.
Except for some simple geometries (see, for example, Bowman, Senior and Uslenghi 1969),
where analytic methods can be employed, the complex frequency-domain integral equations
for the scattering of electromagnetic waves have to be solved with the aid of numerical methods.
The circumstance that the Green’s tensors are singular when x’ = x presents difficulties, in the
sense that in the neighbourhood ofx’ the integrations with respect to x cannot be evaluated by
a simple numerical formula (such as the tetrahedral formula, which is the three-dimensional
equivalent of the one-dimensional trapezoidal formula), but have to be evaluated by a limiting
analytic procedure. For the rest, the application of numerical methods to the relevant integral
equations presents no essential difficulties. Recent advances on this subject can be found in Van
den Berg (1991) and in Fokkema and Van den Berg (1993).

28.10 The inverse source problem
The configuration in an electromagnetic inverse source problem generally consists of a
background medium with known electromagnetic properties, occupying the entire 9~3 (the
"embedding"), in which, in principle, the radiation from given, arbitrarily distributed electromagnetic sources can be calculated with the aid of the theory developed in Section 28.8. In the
embedding an, either known or guessed, bounded domain if9T is present in which electromagnetically radiating sources of unknown nature and unknown spatial distribution are present.
The presence of these sources manifests itself in the entire embedding. In some bounded
subdomain ~Ot# of 9L3, and exterior to ~DT, the radiated electromagnetic field is accessible to
measurement (Figure 28.10-1).
We assume that the action of the radiating sources can be modelled by volume source
densities of electric current and magnetic current. The objective is to reconstruct these volume
source densities with support ~DT from (a set of) measured values of the electric field strength
and/or the magnetic field strength in Dt#. Since the inverse source problem is, by necessity, a
remote sensing problem, the global reciprocity theorems of Sections 28.2-28.5 can be expected
to provide a means for interrelating the known, measured wave-field data with the unknown
source distributions. The standard provisions of Section 28.1 for handling an unbounded domain
are made. The radiated wave field is, by its nature, causally related to the sources by which it
is generated. For gathering maximum information, the reciprocity theorems are applied to the
domain interior to a closed surface St# that completely surrounds both if)T and ~gt#. If necessary,
measurement on St# can also be carried out.
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Time-domain analysis
In the time-domain analysis of the problem, the electromagnetic properties of the embedding
medium are charactedsed by the relaxation functions {el~,r,lZj,p} = {el~,r,/Uj,p}(X,t), which are
causal functions of time. The case of an instantaneously reacting embedding medium easily
follows from the more general case of a medium with relaxation. The causally radiated
electromagnetic field is denoted by {ErT,HT} = {ErT,HpT} (x,t).
First, the measured electromagnetic field data are interrelated with the unknown source
distributions { j~T,/~T} = {jkT,/~T} (X,t) via the global time-domain reciprocity theorem of the
convolution type, Equation (28.2-7). This theorem is applied to the domain interior to the closed
surface S°. In it, we take for state A the actual state present in the configuration, i.e.
for x~R3,
(28.10-1)

=tk, j

for x~DT,

(28.10-2)

for x~R3.

(28.10-3)

and
AA
{ ~k,r,~j,p}(X,t) = { 8k, r,#j,p}(X,t)

For state B, we take a "computational" or "observational" one; this state will be denoted by the
superscript $2. The corresponding wave field is
B
EB
~,Hj }(x,t)=
{E~,l-~°}(x,t) for ,x~K3
(28.10-4)
and its source distributions will be taken to have the support !D°, i.e.
{JrB,KpB}(x,,)= {JrO,KpO}(x,,) for x~,.DO.

(28.10-5)

Furthermore, the medium properties of the embedding in state B will be taken to be the adjoint
of the ones in state A, i.e.
{ SrB, k,ktpB, j}(X,t) = { Sk, r,ktj,p}(X,t) for x~3.

(2S.10-6)

Then, application of Equation (28.2-7) to the domain interior to S° yields
fx~r [Ct(V, EkO;,,t) - Ct(/~T,/-~’Q;X,t)] dV

= fx~ro [C,(Jg, ErT;x,t)- Ct(KpO, HT;x,t)] dV
q- ~’m,r,p f x~SOl~m[Ct(ErT,Hp;x,t) - Ct(Eg, HpT’,x,t)] dA .

(28.10-7)

The left-hand side of this equation contains the unknown quantities, while the right-hand side
is known, provided that the necessary measurements pertaining to the state T and the wave-field
evaluations pertaining to the state 12 are carried out. For the latter (computational) state we can
choose between either causal or anti-causal generation of the wave field by its sources. This
makes a difference for the surface contribution over S°. In case the wave-field generation in
state 12 is taken to be causal, the convolutions occurring in the integral over S° are causal as
well and the surface integral over S° vanishes since the one over a sphere with infinitely large
radius does and in between S° and that sphere no sources of the radiated or computational wave
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98. | 0-| Configuration of the inverse source problem: ~D7" is the support of the unknown radiating
sources; on a)t~ and S° the transmitted wavefield is accessible to measurement.

fields are present. If, however, the wave-field generation in state £2 is taken to be anti-causal,
the convolutions occurring in the integral over S° are not causal and the surface integral over
S° does not vanish, although its value is a constant for each choice of the source distributions
in state £2 (see Exercise 28.2-2).
Secondly, the measured electromagnetic field data are interrelated with the unknown source
distributions { Jk’r,/~T } = { JkT,/~T} (x,0 via the global time-domain reciprocity theorem of the
correlation type, Equation (28.3-7). This theorem is applied to the domain interior to the closed
surface ,5°. In it, we take for state A the actual state present in the configuration, i.e.
{ErA,Ht}(x,t) = {ErT,HT}(x,t) for x~gL3,
(28.10-8)
{Jt,KjA}(x,t)= {J~,KfT}(x,t) for x~DT,

(28.10-9)

and
AA
{ gk, r,~tj,p}(X,t) = { g.k,r,/.tj,p}(X,t)

for x~3.

(28.10-10)

For state B, we take a "computational" or "observational" one; this state will be denoted by the
superscript £2. The corresponding wave field is
{E~,l-ljB}(x,t) : {E/,/-~t2}(x,,) for x~3,
(28.10-11)
and its source distributions will be taken to have the support ~D£2, i.e.
{JrB,KpB}(x,,): {JrO,Kp}(x,,) for x~DO.

(28.10-12)
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Furthermore, the medium properties of the embedding in state B will be taken to be the
time-reverse adjoint of ones in state A, i.e.
BB
{gr,k,ktp,j}(X,l) = {Jt(g.k,r),Jt(ttj,p)}(x,t) for x~t~3.

(28.10-13)

Then, application of Equation (28.3-7) to the domain interior to S° yields
-- fx~Dr[Ct(V,Jt(Ek°);x,t) + C,(/~T,Jt(/~°);x,,)] dV

(28.10-14)
The left-hand side of this equation contains the unknown quantities, while the right-hand side
is known provided that the necessary measurements pertaining to the state T and the wave-field
evaluations pertaining to the state Y2 are carried out. For the latter (computational) state we can
choose between either causal or anti-causal generation of the wave field by its sources. This
makes a difference for the surface contribution over S°. In case the wave-field generation in
state Y2 is taken to be causal, the correlations occurring in the integral over S° are non-causal
and the surface integral over,5° does not vanish, although its value is a constant for each choice
of the source distributions in state Y2 (see Exercise 28.3-2). If, however, the wave-field
generation in state 1"2 is taken to be anti-causal, the correlations occurring in the integral over
S° are causal and the surface integral over S° does vanish, since the one over a sphere with
infinitely large radius does and in between ,5° and that sphere no sources of the radiated or
computational wave fields are present.
For additional literature on the subject, see De Hoop (1987).

Complex frequency-domain analysis
The electromagn~etic properties~ of the embedding medium are characterised by the relaxation
functions {~]k,r,~j,p} = {Ok, r,~j,p}(X,S) in the complex frequency-domain analysis of the
problem. The causally radiated electromagnetic field is denoted by {!~rT,/-]rT}=
First, the measured electromagnetic field data are interrelated with the unknown source
distributions { j~T,~jT} = { j~T,~jT } (X,S) via the global complex frequency-domain reciprocity
theorem of the time convolution type, Equation (28.4-7). This theorem is applied to the domain
interior to the closed surface ,5°. In it, we take for state A the actual state present in the
configuration, i.e.
{!~t,~rA}(x,s) = {!~pT,/~rT} (X,s) for x~9~3,
{4A,~}(x,s) = {~,/~T} (X,S) for x~DT,

(28.10-15)
(28.10-16)

and
for x~R3.

(28.10-17)
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For state B, we take a "computational" or "observational" one; this state will be denoted by the
superscript g2. The corresponding wave field is

^B^B

{Ei ,I-~ }(x,s) = {/~ ,

for 3c~9~3

,

(28.10-18)

and its source distributions will be taken to have the support if)Q, i.e.
Furthermore, the medium properties in the embedding in state B will be taken to be the adjoint
of the ones in state A, i.e.
{^B
~Tr,lc,gp,jl(’
CB,(xs. , ) = { Ok, r,~j,p}(x,s) for x~R3.
(28.10-20)
Then, application of Equation (28.4-7) to the domain interior to S° yields

(28.10-21)

The left-hand side of this equation contains the unknown quantities, while the right-hand side
is known, provided that the necessary measurements pertaining to the state T and the wave-field
evaluations pertaining to the state ~ are carried out. For the latter (computational) state we can
choose between either causal or anti-causal generation of the wave field by its sources. This
makes a difference for the surface contribution over S~. In case the wave-field generation in
state t’2 is taken to be causal, the surface integral over S° vanishes since the one over a sphere
with infinitely large radius does and in between 5° and that sphere no sources of the radiated
or computational wave fields are present. If, however, the wave-field generation in state g2 is
taken to be anti-causal, the surface integral over S° does not vanish, although its value is a
constant for each choice of the source distributions in state ~2 (see Exercise 28.4-4).
Secondly, the measured electromagnetic field data are interrelated with the unknown source
distributions {a~T,~jT} = {jkT,~f}(x,s), via the global complex frequency-domain reciprocity
theorem of the tilne correlation ty~pe, Equation (28.5-7). This theorem is applied to the domain
interior to the closed surface S~". In it, we take for state A the actual state present in the
configuration, i.e.
{~’2,/-~rA} (X,S)= {!~7,/~rT}(x,S) for X~R3,
(28.10-22)
{Jkh,~?}(x,s) = {jkT,/~/} (x,s) for x~ff)T,

(28.10-23)

and
^A ^A

={

for x~3.

(28.10-24)

For state B, we take a "computational" or "observational" one; this state will be denoted by the
superscript £2. The corresponding wave field is
{!~B,/~jB}(x,s) = {E£ ,/~ }(x,s) for x~3,
(28.10-25)
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and its source distributions will be taken to have the support ~D°, i.e.
{a~rl3,~ }(x,s)= {JrO,~2~}(x,s) for x~:D°.
(28.10-26)
Furthermore, the medium properties in the embedding in state B will be taken to be the
time-reverse adjoint of the ones in state A, i.e.
,,B ^B
{ rlr, k,~[,,j}(x,s) = {-Ok, r,-~j,p}(X,-S) for x~9(3.
(28.10-27)
Then, application of Equation (28.5-7) to the domain interior to S° yields
--~ X~DTLJI~ (x,s)E~ (x,-s) q-

(28.10-28)
The left-hand side of this equation contains the unknown quantities, while the right-hand side
is known provided that the necessary measurements pertaining to the state T and the wave-field
evaluations pertaining to the state £2 are carried out. For the latter (computational) state we can
choose between either causal or anti-causal generation of the wave field by its sources. This
makes a difference for the surface contribution over S°. In case the wave-field generation in
state £2 is taken to be causal, the surface integral over S° does not vanish, although its value is
a constant for each choice of the source distributions in state t2 (see Exercise 28.5-4). If,
however, the wave-field generation in state g2 is taken to be anti-causal, the surface integral
over S° vanishes since the one over a sphere with infinitely large radius does and in between
S° and that sphere no sources of the radiated or computational wave fields are present.
A solution to the inverse source problem is commonly constructed as follows. For the source
distributions in the computational state t2 we take a sequence of M linearly independent spatial
distributions with the common spatial support :DO. The corresponding sequence of electromagnetic field distributions (in the medium adjoint, or time-reverse adjoint, to the actual one) is
computed. Next, the unknown source distributions are expanded into an appropriate sequence
of N expansion functions with the common spatial support ~DT or a subset of it; the
corresponding expansion coefficients are unknown. Substitution of the results in Equations
(28.10-7), (28.10-14), (28.10-21) or (28.10-28) and evaluation of the relevant integrals leads
to a system of M linear algebraic equations with N unknowns. When M < N, the system is
underdetermined and cannot be solved. When M = N, the system can be solved, unless the
pertaining matrix of coefficients is singular. However, even if this matrix is non-singular, it
turns out to be ill-conditioned in most practical cases. Therefore, one usually takes M > N, and
a best fit of the expanded source distributions to the measured data is obtained by the application
of minimisation techniques (for example, least-square minimisation). Note that each of the
Equations (28.10-7), (28.10-14), (28.10-21) or (28.10-28) leads to an associated inversion
algorithm.
The computational state ~ is representative for the manner in which the measured data are
processed in the inversion algorithms. Since a computational state does not have to meet the
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physical condition of causality, there is no objection against its being anti-causal. Which of the
two possibilities (causal or anti-causal) leads to the best results as far as accuracy and amount
of computational effort are concerned, is difficult to judge. Research on this aspect is still in
full progress (see Fokkema and Van den Berg 1993).
It is to be noted that the solution to an inverse source problem is not unique because of the
existence of non-radiating source distributions (i.e. non-zero distributions with the support
~DT that yield a vanishing wave field in the domain exterior to if)T). Therefore, a numerically
constructed solution to an inverse source problem is always a solution (and not the solution)
that depends on the solution method employed.
Examples of electromagnetic inverse source problems are found in radio-astronomy where
radio stars serve as a source of electromagnetic radiation.

28,| | The inverse seaHering problem
The configuration in an electromagnetic inverse scattering problem generally consists of a
background medium with known electromagnetic properties, occupying the entire R3 (the
"embedding"), in which, in principle, the radiation from given, arbitrarily distributed electromagnetic sources can be calculated with the aid of the theory developed in Section 28.8. In the
embedding an, either known or guessed, bounded domain ~Ds (the "scatterer") is present in
which the medium properties show an unknown contrast with the ones of the embedding. The
contrasting domain is irradiated by an incident electromagnetic field that is generated by sources
in some subdomain ~ of R3 and that propagates in the embedding. The presence of the
contrasting domain manifests itself through the presence of a non-vanishing scattered electromagnetic field in the entire embedding. In some bounded subdomain ~Dt? of ~3, and exterior to
Ds, the scattered electromagnetic field is accessible to measurement (Figure 28.11-1).
The objective is to reconstruct the medium parameters (or their contrasts with the ones of
the embedding) from (a set of) measured values of the electric field strength and/or the magnetic
field strength in ~D~. Since the inverse scattering problem is, by necessity, a remote sensing
problem, the global reciprocity theorems of Sections 28.2-28.5 can be expected to provide a
means for interrelating the known, measured wave-field data with the unknown medium
properties in the scattering region. The standard provisions of Section 28.1 for handling an
unbounded domain are made. The scattered wave field is, by its nature, causally related to the
contrast sources by which it is generated. For gathering maximum information, the reciprocity
theorems are applied to the domain interior to a closed surface S~ that completely surrounds
both ~Ds and ~D~. If necessary, also measurements on 5~ can be carried out. In general, ~s and
~Di are disjoint, as well as ~Ds and ~D~. This need not be the case for ~9i and ~DO; these domains
may have a non-empty cross-section.
The incident, scattered and total wave fields are introduced as in Section 28.9. Now, the
easiest way to address the inverse scattering problem is to consider it partly as an inverse source
problem with the contrast volume source densities as the unknowns, where the non-uniqueness
of the contrast volume source distributions is to be removed by invoking the remaining
conditions to be satisfied. In the latter, the condition that the reconstructed contrast-in-medium
parameters must be independent of the incident wave field plays a crucial role. Once the contrast
volume source distributions have been determined, the scattered wave field is, following the
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28. | | - | Configuration of the inverse scattering problem: ~Ds is the support of the unknown contrast in
medium properties; on ~DO and SO the scattered wavefield is accessible to measurement.

procedures of Section 28.9, calculated in the domain ~Ds and since the incident wave field and
the medium parameters of the embedding are known, the parameters of the medium in ~Ds
follow.

Time-domain analysis

In the time-domain analysis of the problem, the electromagnetic properties of the embedding
medium are characterised by the relaxation functions {ek, r,Ctj,p} = {ek, r,/Zj,p}(X,t), which are
causal functions of time. The case of an instantaneously reacting embedding medium easily
follows from the more general case of a medium with relaxation. The unknown electro.s /
magnetic properties of the scatterer are characterised by the relaxation functions tf/~s
k,r,l~j,p! =
{e~r,/Uj~p}(X,t): which are causal functions of time as well. The incident wave field is
{Er~,HA} = {E),Hip}(X,t), the scattered wave field is {ErS,H~} = {ErS,H~}(x,t) and the total wave
field is {Er,Hp} = {Er,Hp}(X,t), with {Er,Hp} = {Eir + Er~,Hip + H~}. The equivalent contrast
volume source distributions that generate the scattered wave field are then (see Equations
(28.9-18) and (28.9-19))
J~ = Ct(¢~r- £k,r,Er;x,t)

t9 =

- j,p, Ip;x,t)

for x~ ~Ds,
for x~Ds.

(28.11 - 1)
(28.11-2)
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First, the measured scattered wave-field data are interrelated with the unknown contrast
source distributions { j~,/~s } = { j~c,KjS}(x,t) via the global time-domain reciprocity theorem of
the convolution type, Equation (28.2-7). This theorem is applied to the domain interior to the
closed surface S°. In it, we take for state A the actual scattered state present in the configuration,
i.eo

= {Ers ,H
,
{ErA,Ht}(x,t)
si } (x,t) for x~_@
forx~Ds,
{jt,KjA}(x,t)= {j~,KjS}(x,t)

(28.11-3)
(28.11-4)

and
AA
{ ~k,r,~j,p}(X,t) = { ~k,r,~j,p}(X,t)

for x~3 .

(28.11-5)

For state B, we take a "computational" or "observational" one; this state will be denoted by the
superscript Y2. The corresponding wave field is
(28.11-6)
{E~,l-~B}(x,t) = {E~,t-~O}(x,t) for xe~,3,
and its source distributions will be taken to have the support ~’~, i.e.
Furthermore, the medium properties in the embedding in state B will be taken to be the adjoint
of the ones in state A, i.e.
(28.11-8)
{erB, k,#pB, j}(X,t) = {gk, r,flj,p}(~C,t) for x~R3.
Then, application of Equation (28.2-7) to the domain interior to S° yields
Ct(J£,E£ ;x,t) - C,(/~s, ;x,t) dV

= L+.,.,
+ gra,r,p

IX

Ct(KpO, H;;x,t)]

[C,(E~,HpO;x,t)

Os

dV

(28.11-9)

- Ct(Er ’H~ ;x’t)l dA "

The left-hand side of this equation contains the unknown quantities, while the right-hand side
c=Sol~m
is known provided
that the necessary measurements pertaining to the state s and the wave-field
evaluations pertaining to the state t2 are carried out. For the latter (computational) state we can
choose between either causal or anti-causal generation of the wave field by its sources. This
makes a difference for the surface contribution over S°. In case the wave-field generation in
state Y2 is taken to be causal, the convolutions occurring in the integral over S° are causal as
well and the surface integral over S° vanishes since the one over a sphere with infinitely large
radius does and in between S° and that sphere no sources of the scattered or computational
wave fields are present. If, however, the wave-field generation in state g2 is taken to be
anti-causal, the convolutions occurring in the integral over S° are not causal and the surface
integral over S° does not vanish, although its value is a constant for each choice of the source
distributions in state K2 (see Exercise 28.2-2).
Secondly, the measured scattered wave-field data are interrelated with the unknown contrast
source distributions { j/~,!~s } = { j~,KjS}(x,t) via the global time-domain reciprocity theorem of
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the correlation type, Equation (28.3-7). This theorem is applied to the domain interior to the
closed surface S°. In it, we take for state A the actual scattered state present in the configuration,
i.e.
{ErA,HpA}(x,t) = {ErS,H;}(x,t) for x~.3,
{Jt,KjA}(x,t)= {J~,KjS}(x,t)
forx~a9s,

(28.11-10)
(28.11-11)

and
AA
{~k,r,IZj,p}(X,t) = {ek, r,~j,p}(X,t)

for x~3.

(28.11-12)
For state B, we take a "computational" or "observational" one; this state will be denoted by the
superscript ;2. The corresponding wave field is
{E~,l-~13}(x,t) = {E~,l-~°}(x,t) for x~3,
(28.11-13)
°,
and its source distributions will be taken to have the support a9 i.e.
{JrB,KpB}(x,t)= {JrO,KpO}(x,t) forx~!DO.

(28.11-14)

Furthermore, the medium properties of the embedding in state B will be taken to be the
time-reverse adjoint of the ones in state A, i.e.
BB
{~r,k,lAp,j}(X,t) = {Jt(~k,r),Jt%,p)}(x,t) for x~3.
(28.11-15)
°
Then, application of Equation (28.3-7) to the domain interior to S yields
-,Ixf~Dr[ct(J~’Jt(E~);x’t) + Ct(KjS’Jt([-~°);x’t)] dV
: ~x~D t~ [Ct(Jt(Jg)’E~ ;X,t) + Ct(Jt(gpO),n;;x,t)] dV

+ gm,r,p fx~sal~m[Ct(ErS,Jt(np);x,t) + C,(Jt(Eg),n;;~c,t)] dA.

(28.11-16)

The left-hand side of this equation contains the unknown quantities, while the right-hand side
is known provided that the necessary measurements pertaining to the state s and the wave-field
evaluations pertaining to the state ;2 are carried out. For the latter (computational) state we can
choose between either causal or anti-causal generation of the wave field by its sources. This
makes a difference for the surface contribution over S°. In case the wave-field generation in
state ;2 is taken to be causal, the correlations occurring in the integral over S° are non-causal
and the surface integral over S° does not vanish, although its value is a constant for each choice
of the source distributions in state ;2 (see Exercise 28.3-2). If, however, the wave-field
generation in state ;2 is taken to be anti-causal, the correlations occurring in the integral over
S° are causal and the surface integral over S° vanishes since the one over a sphere with
infinitely large radius does and in between S° and that sphere no sources of the scattered or
computational wave fields are present.
A solution to the time-domain inverse scattering problem is commonly constructed as
follows. First, the contrast-in-medium parameters are discretised by writing them as a linear
combination of M expansion functions with unknown expansion coefficients. Each of the
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expansion functions has a9s, or a subset of it, as its support. Next, for each given incident wave
field, the scattered wave field is measured in N subdomains of ~D~. The latter discrefisafion
induces the choice of the N supports of the source distributions of the observational state.
Finally, a number I of different incident wave fields is selected, where "different" may involve
different choices in temporal behaviour, in location in space, or in both. With N! >~ M, the
non-linear problem of evaluating the M expansion coefficients of the contrast-in-medium
discretisation is solved by some iterative procedure (for example, by iterative minimisation of
the global error over all domains where equality signs should pointwise hold, and all time
intervals involved). In this procedure, Equations (28.11-1), (28.11-2), (28.11-9) or (28.11-16)
and the source type integral representations (28.9-20) and (28.9-21) are used simultaneously.

Complex frequency-domain analysis
In the complex frequency-domain analysis of the problem, the electromagnetic propeffies of
the e^mbedding medium are characterised by the relaxation functions {Ok, r,~j,p} =
{ Ok, r,~j,p}(X,s). The unknown e^lectromagnet^ic properties of the scatterer are characterised by
the relaxation functions
{17k, r,~j,p}^s sis_.{E~r.,H~}
{17k, r,~j,p}^(^s
s xs,(x,s).
). The^incident wave field is {Er,H~}^i^i =
{E~r,H~}(x,s),
= {!~rS,~}
* thee scattered wave field
"i ^i
ss
and the total wave field is
~
{Er,Hp} = {Er,Hp}(x,s), with {~r,I21p} = {Er + ErS,H~ + H~}. The equivalent contrast volume
source distributions that generate the scattered wave field are then (see Equations (28.9-41) and
(28.9-42)).
]~=(Ok~r-Ok, r)~r for xe~Ds,

(28.11-17)

/~js= (~j,Sp _ ~j,p)I~p for x~9s.

(28.11-18)

First, the measured scattered wave-field data are interrelated with the unknown contrast
source distributions t k, j J via the global complex frequency-domain reciprocity theorem of
the time convolution type, Equation (28.4-7). This theorem is applied to the domain interior to
the closed surface St2. In it, we take for state A the actual scattered state present in the
configuration, i.e.
for xe2v3,

k, ~ j(x,s) ^s ^ ~

for x~Ds,

(28.11-19)
(28.11-20)

and
^A ^A
{ r]k,r,~j,p}QC, s) = { ~]k,r,~j,p}(X,S)

for x~R3.

(28.11-21)

For state B, we take a "computational" or "observational" one; this state will be denoted by the
superscript £2. The corresponding wave field is
{!~kB,/~jB }(X,s)= {!~kta,/-~jt2} (X,S) for x~R3,

(28.11-22)

and its source distributions will be taken to have the support ~, i.e.
{g,~?}(x,s) : {Jr°,Rp°} (x,s) for x~D¢a.

(28.11-23)
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Furthermore, the medium properties of the embedding in state B will be taken to be the adjoint
of the ones in state A, i.e.
^B ^B
{ ~Tr, k,~;,j}(X,s) {=rik,
^ ,, r,~j,p}(x,s) for x~3.
(28.11-24)
Then, application of Equation (28.4-7) to the domain interior to ,5° yields

~.5~l)rn

- Er (X,s)H~ (x,s)] dA .

(28.11-25)

The left-hand side of this equation contains the unknown quantities, while the right-hand side
is known provided that the necessary measurements pertaining to the state s and the wave-field
evaluations pertaining to the state K2 are carried out. For the latter (computational) state we can
choose between either causal or anti-causal generation of the wave field by its sources. This
makes a difference for the surface contribution over 5°. In case the wave-field generation in
state K2 is taken to be causal, the surface integral over ,5o vanishes since the one over a sphere
with infinitely large radius does and in between $o and that sphere no sources of the scattered
or computational wave fields are present. If, however, the wave-field generation in state ~2 is
taken to be anti-causal, the surface integral over ,5o does not vanish, although its value is a
constant for each choice of the source distributions in state ~2 (see Exercise 28.4-4).
Secondly, the measured scattered wave-field data are interrelated with the unknown contrast
source distributions {,]/~,~js} = {,]~,~jS}(x,s) via the global complex frequency-domain reciprocity theorem of the time correlation type, Equation (28.5-7). This theorem is applied to the
domain interior to the closed surface S°. In it, we take for state A the actual scattered state
present in the configuration, i.e.
= { Er ,H~ } (X,S)

= {Jk,Kj }(X,s)

for x~3,

(28.11-26)

for x~ Ds,

(28.11-27)

for x+~3.

(28.11-28)

and
^A ^A

{r]k,r,~j,p}(X,S)= {~k,r,~j,p}(X,S)

For state B, we take a "computational" or "observational" one; this state will be denoted by the
superscript ~2. The corresponding wave field is
{~2,/~jB }(x,s)= {!~kO,/~rjO}(x,s) for x~3,

(28.11-29)

and its source distributions will be taken to have the support D°, i.e.
(Jr~,/~p~ }(x,s) = (JrO,~f)(x,s) for x~O~.

(28,11-30)

Fu~he~ore, the me.urn propegies of the embedding in s~te B will be t~en to be the
time-reverse adjoint of the ones in state A, i.e.
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(28.11-31)

Then, application of Equation (28.5-7) to the domain interior to 5° yields
- [ [J~(x,s)~(x,-s)+ ~2;(x,s)I21]°(x,-s)] dV

(28.11-32)
The left-hand side of this equation contains the unknown quantities, while the right-hand side
is known provided that the necessary measurements pertaining to the state s and the wave-field
evaluations pertaining to the state g2 are carried out. For the latter (computational) state we can
choose between either causal or anti-causal generation of the wave field by its sources. This
makes a difference for the surface contribution over SO. In case the wave-field generation in
state ~ is taken to be causal, the surface integral over S° does not vanish, although its value is
a constant for each choice of the source distributions in state £2 (see Exercise 28.5-4). If,
however, the wave-field generation in state Y2 is taken to be anti-causal, the surface integral
over S° vanishes since the one over a sphere with infinitely large radius does and in between
St2 and that sphere no sources of the scattered or computational wave fields are present.

A solution to the complex frequency-domain inverse scattering problem is commonly
constructed as follows. First, the contrast-in-medium parameters are discretised by writing them
as a linear combination of M expansion functions with unknown expansion coefficients. Each
of the expansion functions has Ds, or a subset of it, as its support. Next, for each given incident
wave field, the scattered wave field is measured in N subdomains of ~Dt2. The latter discretisafion
induces the choice of the N supports of the source distributions of the observational state.
Finally, a number I of different incident wave fields is selected, where "different" may involve
different choices in complex frequency content, in location in space, or in both. With NI >~ M,
the non-linear problem of evaluating the M expansion coefficients of the contrast-in-medium
discretisation is solved by some iterative procedure (for example, by iterative minimisation of
the global error over all domains where equality signs should pointwise hold, and all time
intervals or complex frequency values involved). In this procedure, Equations (28.11-17) and
(28.11-18), (28.11-25) or (28.11-32) and the source type integral representations (28.9-43) and
(28.9-44) are used simultaneously.
The computational state s’2 is representative for the manner in which the measured data are
processed in the inversion algorithms. Since a computational state does not have to meet the
physical condition of causality, there is no objection against its being anti-causal. Which of the
two possibilities (causal or anti-causal) leads to the best results as far as accuracy and amount
of computational effort are concerned, is difficult to say. Research on this aspect is still in full
progress (see Fokkema and Van den Berg 1993).
Examples of electromagnetic inverse scattering problems are found in the electromagnetic
environmental monitoring of waste disposal in the ground, in geophysical exploration for
minerals and fossil energy resources, and in the non-destructive evaluation of mechanical
structures.
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28. |:2 i:lectromagnetic waveofield represenfafions in a subdomain of the
configuration space; equivalenf surface sources; Huygens’ principle and the
Ewa~d-Oseen extinction theorem
In Section 28.8, wave-field representations have been derived that express the electric field
strength and the magnetic field strength at any point of a configuration in terms of the volume
source distributions of electric current and magnetic current that generate the wave field. In
them, the point-source solutions (Green’s functions) to the radiation problem play a crucial role.
In a number of cases we are, however, only interested in the values of the wave-field quantities
in some subdomain of the configuration, and a wave-field representation pertaining to that
subdomain would suffice. In the present section it is shown, how the reciprocity theorem of the
time convolution type leads to the desired expressions, be it that now, in addition to the volume
integrals over the volume source distributions (as far as present in the subdomain of interest),
surface integrals over the boundary surface of this subdomain occur. In these representations,
again the point-source solution (Green’s functions) are the intervening kernels.
We assume that the Green’s functions introduced in Section 28.8 are defined in the entire
R3. The standard provisions of Section 28.1 for the handling of an unbounded domain are made.
Let, further, ~9 be the subdomain of R3 in which expressions for the generated electromagnetic
field are to be found. The boundary surface of ~D is 3~D and the complement of ~.33~D in R3 is
denoted by D’ (Figure 28.12-1). In fact, the relevant wave field need only be defined in D and
on ~D. The constitutive properties must, however, be defined in the entire ~3 in order that the
necessary point-source solutions can be defined in ~3. In this sense, ~3 serves as an embedding
of ~D. The Green’s functions of the embedding are assumed to satisfy the causality conditions
at infinity.
Since the generated electromagnetic field is a physical wave field, it is causally related to
its source distributions.

Time-domain analysis
For the time-domain analysis of the problem the electromagnetic properties of the medium
present in ~3 are characterised by the relaxation functions { ~k,r,JZj,p } = { l?k,r,JZj,p } (X,t), which
are causal functions of time, and the global reciprocity theorem of the time convolution type,
Equation (28.2-7), is applied to the subdomain ~D of R3. In the theorem, state A is taken to be
the generated electromagnetic field under consideration, i.e.
{ErA,npA} = {Er,np}(X,t)

forx~9,
jAKA"
/~, j t = {J~,/~}(x,t) forx~9,

(28.12-1)
(28.12-2)

and
AA
{~’k,r,#j,p) = {t~k,r,#j,p)(X,t)

for X~3.

(28.12-3)

Next, state B is chosen such that the application of Equation (28.2-7) to the subdomain ~D leads
to the values of {ErHp} at some arbitrary point x’~. Inspection of the right-hand side of
Equation (28.2-7) reveals that this is accomplished if we take for the source distributions of
state B a point source atx’ of electric current in case we want an expression for the electric field
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~28. | 2- | Configuration for the wavefield representations in the subdomain ~D of the configuration space
~3 for which the Green’s functions are defined. ~D is the (smooth) boundary surface of ~D. The Green’s
functions satisfy causality conditions at infinity.

strength at x’ and a point source at x’ of magnetic current in case we want an expression for the
magnetic field strength atx’, while the medium in state B must be taken to be adjoint to the one
in state A, i.e.
BA
for x~R3.
(28.12-4)
{ er,k,ltp,j} = { ek, r,lZj,p}(X,t)
The two choices for the source distribution will be discussed separately below.
First, we choose
(28.12-5)
JrB = arr}(x - X: ,) and xpB = 0,
where 6(x - x’, t) represents the four-dimensional unit impulse (Dirac distribution) operative at
the point x = x’ and at the instant t = 0, while ar is an arbitrary constant vector. The
electromagnetic field that is, for the present application, radiated by this source and satisfies
the causality condition at infinity, is denoted as
B {E~;B,H/;B}(x,x;t)
EB,H
(28.12-6)
k j}=

,

where the first spatial argument indicates the position of the field point and the second spatial
argument indicates the position of the source point. In view of Equation (28.12-5) and the
properties of 6(x - x;t), we have

3
= ~x~DCt(arr}(x - x’, t),Er;X,t) dV = arEr(X; t))(,D(x’) for x’~R ,
where

(28.12-7)
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is the characteristic function of the set ag, and ~D’ is the complement of ~Ot.)3agin ~.3. With this,
we arrive at

for x’~3, (28.12-9)
where we have used the symmetry of the convolution in its functional arguments. From
Equation (28.12-9) a representation for Er(x; t)~.e(x’) is obtained by taking into account that
E~;B and H/;B are linearly related to ari’Introducing the Green’s functions through
.-, EJ;B .-, HJ;B .. , .

{E~;B,HjJ;B}(x, Xt, I) = {t.rk,r ,(.rj,r itx, x,t)ar,

(28.12-10)

using the reciprocity relations for these functions (see Exercises 28.8-1 and 28.8-3)
.-, EJ;B .-, HJ:B ,. t ..

EJ

EK ,

Crk, r ,~j,r ’ i!,x,x,t) = {Gr,k,-Gr,j }(x,x,t) ,
(28.12-11)
and invoking the condition that the resulting equation has to hold for arbitrary values of ar,
Equation (28.12-9) leads to the final result

+ fXa0~D[Ct(GrE,kJ’-Ek,m,pl~mnp;X~’X’t)
EK

,

+ Ct(Gr,j ,ej,n,r, vnEr,;X,X,t)] dA for x’~.3 .

(28.12-12)

Equation (28.12-12) expresses, for x’~D, the electric field strength Er of the generated
electromagnetic field atx’ as the superposition of the contributions from the elementary volume
sources Jk dV and/~ dV at x as far as present in D and the contributions from the equivalent
elementary surface sources -gk, m,pl)mnp dA of electric current and Ej,n,r,l)nEr, dA of magnetic
current at x on the boundary ~D of the domain of interest.
Secondly, we choose
JrB=0 and K}=bp6(x-x;t),

(28.12-13)

where bp is an arbitrary constant vector. The electromagnetic field that is, for the present
application, radiated by this source and satisfies the causality condition at infinity, is denoted
as

(28.12-14)
= t k’ j /(., ,t),
where the first spatial argument indicates the position of the field point and the second spatial
argument indicates the position of the source point. In view of Equation (28.12-13) and the
properties of 6(x - x’, t), we have
f x~ [Ct(#,E:;x,,) - Ct(K},H:;x,I)I dV

= -f Ct(bpcS(x-x’,t),Hp;X,t)
dV=-bpHp(x’,t)X~(x’)
x~D

for x’~3.

(28.12-15)
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With this, we arrive at

+ ~rn,r,p f ~m[Ct(E:;B, Hp;x,x:O-Ct(Er,H:;B;x,X:t)]dA
d x++9

forx’+-~3, (28.12-16)

where we have used the symmetry of the convolution in its functional arguments. From
Equation (28.12-16) a representation for Ho(x;t)Zag(x’) is obtained by taking into account that
EjK;B and HkK;B are are linearly related to/~p. Introducing the Green’s functions through
{ E:;B,HjK;B} (x,x~,t)=/’ Idk,P~ EK;B ,(ij,p’-" HK;B} (X,X;t) bp,

(28.12-17)

using the reciprocity relations for these functions (see Exercises 28.8-2 and 28.8-4)
{~
EK;B
.-, HK;B
~. = ~I-Cip,k,C~p,
. . .-. HJ .-. HK,.
~,
Crk,
,crj,p
l(x,x,t)
j(x,x,t)

p

(28.12-18)

j

and invoking the condition the resulting equation has to hold for arbitrary values of bp, Equation
(28.12-16) leads to the final result
Hp(X,t)Z~D(X )=

HJ

,

HJ

+ c::,:HK

,

,~,raHp, i

+ Ct(Gr,jHK
,ej, n,r~nEr;X’ ,x,/)] dA

for x’e~a .

(28.12-19)

Equation (28.12-9) expresses, for x’~D, the magnetic field strength Hp of the generated
electromagnetic field atx’ as the superposition of the contributions from the elementary volume
sources Jk dV and/0 dV at x as far as present in ~D and the contributions from the equivalent
elementary surface sources -~.k,m,pWmHp, dA of electric current and ~,n,rl~nEr dA of magnetic
current at x on the boundary OD of the domain of interest.

Complex frequency-domain analysis

For the complex frequency-domain analysis of the problem the electromagnetic prope~ies of
the medium present in the embedding are characterised by the functions {~k,r,~j,p} =
{~1~ r,~j p}(X,S) and the global complex frequency-domain reciprocity theorem of the timeco~’~ol~tion type, Equation (28.4-7), is applied to the subdomain D of 3~. In the theorem, state
A is taken to be the generated electromagnetic field under consideration, i.e.
for x~D,
for x~ ~9,

(28.12-20)
(28.12-21)
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and
^A ^A
{ r]k,r,~j,p ) = { ~k,r,~j,p } (X,S)

for x~3.

(28.12-22)

Next, state B is chosen
such that the application of Equation (28.4-7) to the subdomain ~D leads
^
to the values of {Er,Hp} at some arbitrary point x’~D. Inspection of the right-hand side of
Equation (28.4-7) reveals that this is accomplished if we take for the source distributions of
state B a point source at x’ of electric current in case we want an expression for the electric field
strength at x’ and a point source at x’ of magnetic current in case we want an expression for the
magnetic field strength atx’, while the medium in state B must be taken to be adjoint to the one
in state A, i.e.
^B,CB
~]r,k
~p,j ,) -- { Ok, r,~j,p }(X,S)

for x~3.

(28.12-23)

The two choices for the source distributions will be discussed separately below.
First, we choose
¯~rB=~tr($)O(X-X’) and ~pB =0,

(28.12-24)

where d(x - x’) represents the three-dimensional unit impulse (Dirac distribution) operative at
the point x = x’, while ~r = ~tr(S) is an arbitrary vector function of s. The electromagnetic field
that is, for the present application, radiated by this source and satisfies the causality condition
at infinity, is denoted as
(28.12-25)

where the first spatial argument indicates the position of the field point and the second spatial
argument indicates the position of the source point. In view of Equation (28.12-24) and the
properties of 6(x -x’), we have

=

ar(S)r}(x- x )Er(x,s) dV=ar(s)Er(X,s)x~)(x’) for x’~.3.

(28.12-26)

With this, we arrive at
~tr(S)J~r(Xt, S)X~D(3C’) = f [~"B(x,X~,S)Jk(X,s) - IrmljJ;B(x,x~,S)~f~j(X,$)] dV
,t x~D

+t~m,r, pf l:rn[~/;B(x,x:s):-Ip(X,S)-~r(X,X:S)ImlJp;B(x,s)]dA forx’~3. (28.12-27)
,/x~)

From Equation (28.12-27) a representation for ~r(X’, s)z~) (x’) is obtained by taking into account
that !~;B and j~j.J;B are linearly related to ~r(S). Introducing the Green’s functions through
J;B ~ J;B ~ , , ,~ EJ;B ~ HJ;B
{,~r-,k
,~j l(X,X,s) = {Crk,r ,t.,j,r i(X,X,S)ar(S),

(28.12-28)
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using the reciprocity relations for these functions (see Exercises 28.8-5 and 28.8-7)

and invoking the condition that the resulting equation has to hold for arbitrary values of ~tr(S),
Equation (28.12-27) leads to the final result

+ ~jrE, jK(x;x,s)[~j,n,r,I)n~r,(X,S)]} dA for x’~R3.

(28.12-30)

Equation (28.12-30) expresses, for x’~D, the electric field strength /~rOf the generated
electrom^agnetic fiel.,d atx’ as the superposition of the contributions from the elementary volume
sources Jk dV and Kj dV at x as far as ~present in ~D and the contributions from^ the elementary
equivalent surface sources -Ek,m,p ~’mHp dA of electric current and ~,n,r,vnEr, dA of magnetic
current at x on the boundary ~9 of the domain of interest.
Secondly, we choose

L =0 and

(28.12-31)

where/~v = ~o(s) is an arbitrary vector function of s. The electromagnetic field that is, for the
present application, radiated by this source and satisfies the causality condition at infinity, is
denoted as

where the first spatial argument indicates the position of the field point and the second spatial
argument indicates the position of the source point. In view of Equation (28.12-31) and the
properties of d(x -x’), we have

---~xEc~[~p(s)d(x-x’)I2Ip(x,s)dV=-~)p(s)I2Ip(x;s)~D(x’) forx’~R3. (28.12-33)
With this, we arrive at
-[~p(s)~p(x: s)Z c~(x’) = f [~;B (x,x: s),~(x,s) - I2Ijg;B (x,x: s)~2](x,s) ] dV
^ K;B ~ ^
+ gm,r,p f I"rn [Er Qc, x,s)np(x,s)- !~r(X,X~s)/-~pK;B(x,s)] dA for x’~3. (28.12-34)
~/x~b~

From Equation (28.12-34) a representation for/~p(x; s)~(~ (x’) is obtained by taking into account
that !~K;B and/~jK;B are linearly related to ~p(s). Introducing the Green’s functions through
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.~. EK;B .~ HK;B. . , .;" ..

using ~e reciprocity relations for ~ese functions (see Exercises 28.8-6 and 28.8-8)
~HK;B,. ~
r ~HJ ~HK~
{~EK;B
~,~ ,uj,p
J~x,x,s) =
~-~p,~,~p,j j(x,x,s) ,

(28.12-36)

and invo~ng ~e con~tion ~at ~e resulting equation has to hold for ~bi~ary v~ues of ~r(S),
~uafion (28.12-34) leads to ~e fin~ result

~HJ ~

,

~HK. ~
+ Op, j ~X,X,S)[8j, n,rPn~r(X,s)J~ ~ for Xt~3,

(28.12-37)

Equation (28.12-37) expresses, for x’e~9, the magnetic field strength ~p of the generated
electrom~agnetic fielfl atx’ as the superposition of the contributions from the elementary volume
sources J/~ dV and Kj dV at x as far as ]?resent in ~O and the contributions from
^ the elementary
equivalent surface sources -elc, m,p,umHp, dA of electric current and gj, n,rl~nEr dA of magnetic
current at x on the boundary ~D of the domain of interest.
For x’e~D, Equations (28.12-12), (28.12-19), (28.12-30) and (28.12-37) express the values
of the electric field strength and the magnetic field strength in some point of ~D as the sum of
the contributions from the volume sources of electric current and magnetic current as far as
these are present in 9, and the equivalent surface sources on b~D. Evidently, the equivalent
surface sources yield, in the interior of ~D, the contribution to the wave field insofar that arises
from (unspecified) sources that are located in ~D’, i.e. in the exterior of ~. In particular, the
surface integrals in these expressions vanish in case the wave field is not only defined in ~D and
on bag, but also in ~9’, if there are no sources exterior to ~D, and the wave fields in state B are
causally related to their point source excitations (see Exercises 28.2-2, 28.3-2, 28.4-4 and
28.5-4). In the latter case, Equations (28.12-12), (28.12-19), (28.12-30) and (28.12-37) reduce
to Equations (28.8-13), (28.8-22), (28.8-35) and (28.8-44), respectively.
Another property of Equations (28.12-12), (28.12-19), (28.12-30) and (28.12-37) is that the
wave field emitted by the volume sources in ~D and the wave field emitted by the equivalent
surface sources on ~)apparently cancel each other when x’e~D’. This property is known as the
Ewald--Oseen extinction theorem (Oseen 1915, Ewald 1916).
Another special case arises when Equations (28.12-12), (28.12-19), (28.12-30) and (28.1237) are used in a domain in which no volume source distributions are present. Then, they express
Huygens’ principle (Huygens 1690) that states that an electromagnetic wave field due to sources
"behind" a closed surface that divides the configuration space into two disjoint regions and "in
front" of which no volume sources are present, can be represented as due to equivalent surface
sources located on that surface, while that representation yields the value zero "behind" that
surface. In particular, Huygens stated his principle for the case where the relevant surface is a
wave front of the wave motion in space-time. A number of historical details about the
development of the mathematical theory of Huygens’ principle can be found in Baker and
Copson (1950). Additional literature on the subject can be found in Blok, Ferwerda and Kuiken
(1992) and in De Hoop (1992).
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Applications of the wave-field representations in a subdomain of space, are found in the
integral equation formulation of scattering problems, while the Ewald--Oseen extinction
theorem is at the basis of the so-called "null-field method" to solve such problems.

Exercises
Exercise 28, 12-1
Let ~D be a bounded subdomain of three-dimensional Euclidean space IR,3. Let ~D be the closed
boundary surface of D and denote by ~D’ the complement of 9~9in ~L3. The unit vector along
the normal to ~, pointing away from D (i.e. towards ~9’), is denoted by v (Figure 28.12-2).
In the domain ~D’ an electromagnetic field {Er,Hp} is present whose sources are located in
~D. Use Equations (28.12-12) and (28.12-19) to arrive at the equivalent surface source
time-domain integral representations
Er(x; t)Z ~’(x’) = ~x~ [~Ct( GrE, k~,ek, m,p~mHp;x;x,t)

~
’
+ Ct(Gr,j ,-gj,n,r ~’nEr
, ;x’,x,t)]

dA for x’~g,3

(28.12-38)

and
Hp(X; t)X~D’(X,t) =. ~Ct(G~,k’Ek, m,p l)raHp

d xc-O~

HK,-Ej,n,r~’nEr;X ,2c, t)] dA
+ Ct(G~,j

for x’~X,3 .

(28.12-39)

Exercise 28. 12-2

Let ~ be a bounded subdomain of three-dimensional Euclidean space ~3. Let O~D be the closed
boundary surface of Dand denote by ~’ the complement of ~D~O~Din ~v3. The unit vector along
the normal to O~D, pointing away from D (i.e. towards
~’), is denoted by v, (Figure 28.12-2).
^^
In the domain ~D’ an electromagnetic field {Hp,Er} is present whose sources are located in
~D. Use Equations (28.12-30) and (28.12-37) to arrive at the equivalent surface source complex
frequency-domain integral representations

(28.12-40)
and
Hp(x , s) ~( ag"(x )=

^ HJ ,
,k (X ,X,S)[~k,m,p, l~mgp, (X,s)
~HK, ~

for x’~K3 .

(28.12-41)
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:28. | :2-2 Configuration for the equivalent surface source integral representation for an electromagnetic
field in the source-free domain ~D’ exterior to a bounded subdomain ~D of R3.
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